Added capacity from Heights
nixes off-cam pus housin g
When asked about her reasons for wanting to live offcampus, Spencer stated that she cannot afford to live
on-campus any longer. She also mentioned that living in
Colby students who are still waiting to move off
her own place, under her own rules was important to
o_
according
to
Jane
campus are out
luck this year,
her.
Sullivan of the Housing Office.
Another student, Eric Broadbent, saw off-campus
Each year a separate lottery is held for off-campus
living
as an escape from noisy dorms to a quiet , perhousing in the fall. Generally 150-175 students win the
sonal
study
area. For him, a more independent lifestyle
'
option to live in the communities around Colby. Then,
also
provided
an education in responsibility, and t he
after first semester, another off-campus lottery is held,
world outside the college campus.
to adjust housing for new arrivals.
Colby administrators said they recognized these adThis year, however, there will be no lottery for second
vantages
of off-campus living, but stressed that such a
semester. Thus new policy is due in part to the conlifestyle
cannot
be available to everyone.
struction of the Heights which has created space for 1O0
"Students
come
to Colby expecting to live at a
new
more students on campus. Even considering
residential college," said Janice Seitzinger, Associate
arrivals and drop-out rates at mid-semester, the adDean of Students. "Living off campus is understood to
ministration did not expect a housing crunch at Colby.
be an alternative to dorm life, but only for a sm all
According to housing officials, this situation made the
portion
of the students.''
off-campus lottery unnecessary, at least for next
¦
¦
another student on the waiting list ,
Chris
Steadman,
>
semester. .
disagreed with this view. "The words 'residential' or
"Our main objective is to keep the on-campus housing
'non-residential' had no bearing on my choice of
," said Sullivan.
(Photo by Jane Sullivan) f ullHowever,
college,"
he said. "I never thought about that distinthe 27 students on the off-campus waiting
Director of H o u s i n g , Jane S u l l i v a n , says
ction
when-1
came here as a freshman. "
list felt differently about Colby's housing policy. One
next
Spencer
also
saw Colby differently saying, "There are
w
i
l
l
be
held
l
o
t
t
e
r
y
junior, Kate Spencer, was frankly upset.
no off-campus
no
neal
guidelines
that say Colby has to be a mainly
upset
housing
is
close
and
available.
We're
"Off-campus
semester. Wa i t - 1isted students are
residential
school."
adults
and
should
be
able
to
live
where
we
want
to
live
"
but S u l l i v a n i n s i s t s tha t i t ' s uneconom- said Spencer.
Nevertheless, the people on the waiting list seemed to
^
recognize the financial position facing the college ; it is
ica l t o l eave C ol by rooms unoccupied .
not economical to heat empty rooms. In response, some
students offer possible solutions.
Spencer felt that it would not hurt Colby to admit a
few more resident students to make up for the thirty or
so who wished to live off-campus. The average size of
classes would not be significantly affected.
Steadman suggested that the college purchase some
by Cathy Walsh and Greg
off-campus housing and rent it to students to make up
Nemrow
for financial losses from empty dorm rooms. But he felt
The Educational Policy ment also welcomed the on them.
it. Archibald saw a need for if parts of older dorms were repaired and renovated this
Committee, in a proposal standardization of course Professor
Douglas
the tightening of standards year, more people could be allowed to live off campus in
the meantime.
still waiting to be decided credits in their area and Archibald, who submitted in this area.
Speaking for the other students, he concluded , "Since
upon by the faculty, has said that the hew credit the proposal for the EPC,
Professor
Pat
Similarly,
called for the elimination of system wouldn 't limit said that although flexible Branchaccio felt that witli a there is such a demand for off-campus housing, Colby
any " distinction between students taking performing credit had been around for pass-fail' requirement of D-, should look into the reasons for it and a possible solution
"basic" and "flexible " arts courses as much.
eight to ten years, senwould have no to the situation."
In the past it was very timent among the faculty students
credits. It also moved that a
motivation
to do their best
minimum grade of C- now easy to use up flexible seemed to think that many in a given situation and that
be required to complete a credits with performing arts student are getting credit credit for a course should
courses, and some students for
pass-fail course at Colby.
courses or field
If the faculty adopts the who wanted to take certain experience that didn't merit
(Continued on Pa ge5)
policy next month then the courses had to forego credit
E.P.C and the appropriate
departments will review all
flexible credit courses and
designate them as performin g or experimental.
For example, Applied Music
would qualify as performing
by Stephen Riley
course while all field work
"We're not. surprised," department for its "faculty Carolina and New York.
would be experimental said
un- Although not surprised at
Henry commitment -r to
Professor
Colby's selection, Gemery
ones.
Gemery about a recent pilot dergraduate teaching,"
Students will be permitted study
was impressed because of
which
selected
The study did not include the national representation
to take up to 15 credit hours Colby's
Economics
in such courses and they department as one of the any institutions which had of the judges,
Although there were
will also be allowed to take the best undergraduate graduate programs because
up to 15 pass-fail credit programs of its kind in the of a possible halo effect seven jud ging criteria the
said
"Raters
hours prbvided they can country. "We felt we had a from the upper level study
meet their distribution qnd good, solid department" he program. The study rated basically used two criteria
six other fields besides in judging undergraduate
maj or requirements.
commented,
economics
including
scholarly « exquality :
Dean Sorija Rose combiology,
business,
The
Higher
Education
mented that the new
cellence and commitment to
proposal will give better Research Institute in its chemistry, English, history undergraduate teaching."
Gemery did not believe the
stat ure t o courses in tho publication A New Study of and sociology.
the 1 judges were mem- ranking will effect Colby
In
education arid the per- Excellence
perspective
forming arts fields and also Undergraduate Education: bers of their respective because
Without departments at all four year students tend to view the
eliminate
the
double Departments
Graduate colleges and universities in overall reputation of the
standard at Colby. The Distinguished
'
_
cited the California, Illinois, North school,
•
A
Performing Arte Depart- Programs
by Carla Thompson

Facul ty to consider pass-fa il plan

Educati onal researc h stud y cites
Colby economics depart ment
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MacArthur Foundation
gives Colby $300, 000
RLC becomes a reality
This week the Student 'Affairs Committee voted to
create the Residential Life Council, which will be
soon officially responsible for integrating social life
on campus. Fraternities, sororities, and dormitories will elect representatives to a Stu-A funded
council, which will set up a social calendar each
semester. Students may propose issues of interest
of that particular dormitory to their representatives.
Stu-A members will soon be explaining to the
campus the goals of the council and its elections,
which will be held on November 11.

for new position
by Jennifer Beever

A new faculty position has been created at Colby
College with an endowment from the Catherine T. and
John D. MacArthur Foundation. Colby was chosen
along with sixteen distinguished liberal arts colleges to
receive the $300,000 endowment grant in recognition of
The
its "outstanding educational contributions."
MacArthur Foundation proposed to promote strength
in the faculties of leading liberal arts colleges to aid in
improving higher education.
President Cotter acknowledged the award saying,
"The very heart of a liberal arts college is its faculty.
We are extremely pleased to be honored by the Foundation as being among the quality colleges it has chosen
to recognize and support. "
The second annual sexuality symposium at Colby
The MacArthur Foundation offered one of the largest
will be held November 5-7. The three day event will
endowment
awards made by a private organization in a
begin Thursday night , with a workshop entitled
single year. The endowment totaled 15.6 million dollars
Sexual Traps. The workshop will be run by Barbara
Dunlap Warren, a counselor, trainer and consultant
and included a 1.2 million dollar grant made to nine
specializing in women's personal issues and men's
major universities including Michigan and Berkeley, to
and women's relationships and also by William C.
support faculty chairs as well as the 16 $300,000 grants
Redfi eld , M.D.I.V. and A.C.S.W., a marriage and
to liberal arts colleges.
family counselor who also works with adolescents.
The grants to the liberal arts colleges are directed at
Friday there will be a lecture by Dr. Armin
attracting young, promising faculty members. The
Grams, Professor of Human Development at the U.
foundation's intent is to call attention to the serious
of Vermont. His expertise lies in the field of human
problems of maintaining a strong faculty. The founsexuality. Dr. Grams is an entertaining and
dation president, John. E. Corbally, listed "erosions in
enlightening speaker who was so well received at
salary caused by inflation; the handsome, competing
last year 's symposium, he has agreed to speak
salaries offered by the private sector; and tenure which,
again.
while protecting academicians, which is as it should be,
The final day of the symposium will be a lecture
is a barrier to advancement for junior faculty " as major
entitled Body Image and Sexuality by Janet Irgang,
problems facing liberal arts colleges.
M.S.W. She is a member of the Colby staff who does
Corbally said "We are helping 25 institutions, but
therapy with students and also works at the Kenhundreds of other worthy colleges similarly in need and
nebec Valley Mental Health Center. Her lecture is
similarly deserving will be very disappointed. It's an
also being repeated by popular demand.
announcement I make with mixed feelings. "
Watch for posters for further details on places
Each college president is given the responsibility of
and times.
deciding which department will receive the grant and
when the endowment will move to another department.
President Cotter was pleased that Colby was receiving
a "grant that can move." Cotter and Paul Dorain, Dean
of Faculty, will work with the division chairs and
faculty to decide where the grant should be directed
next fall.
Waterville and Augusta area Colby alumni will be
"We may wait to find an outstanding candidate in the
more able to attend next week's historic meeting of
four searches of departments this year, and offer the
the college 's three living presidents in Dedham, Mass.
grant to him or her to make the position more atA bus has been chartered for alumni and will be
tractive,
" said' Cotter. Each search committee in the
limited to 50 seats on a first-come, first-served basis. It
administrative science, math, art,
four
departments,
will leave the Eustis parking lot on the morning of
geology,
will
be
made aware of the opportunity the
and
November 1 and will return at 5:30 p.m. that evening.
grant
provides.
MacArthur
Reservations can be made through the capital campaign
Cotter explained that when a faculty position " is
office at 873-7351 before 4:30 p.m. on October 28.
vacated, the department decides whether or not the
position needs to be filled. This year the departments
with openings will be making these decisions in
November.
The foundation report optimistically projected a 50,000
dollar annual interest yield for the 300,000 dollar grants.
However, Colby will spend "only the amount which is
over
and above inflation," said Cotter, which in this
The ECHO was unable to publish last week due to
case
was
15,000 dollars.
equipment failure. The problem with our overlyIncorporated
in 1970 in Chicago.Illinois by a self-made
temperamental typesetter has been repaired and
insurance
and
real estate billionaire who never
we expect to resume a regular publication schedule.
graduated from high school, the foundation supports
many concerns, and It will create a MacArthur Prize
S ^mmmi ^mimmmmm ^mmmmmmmFellows Program, involving awards for qualified in-mmBSBBSmB
m^mmmmmtmmmmmmmmmm
dividuals in any area. Among its concerns are the areas
__^^I^^^ ______^_ ^^ i ^ r ^__^!______!^___i
of mental health, justice, public affairs, media personnel training and media review methods, and alternative energy resources.
f I rifflWB ^W WATE RVILLE
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FREE SINGLE HAMBURGER
WHEN YOU BUY ANY SANDWICH

(Good at partici pat ing Wen dy 's. Not
valid with any other offer or Kid's
FUNPAK . Please present coupon when
ordering. One coupon per customer .
Cheese , tomato extra and tax extra
where applicable. ( OFF ER EXPIRES :
NoV. 9, 1981

(Photo by Jane Sullivan)

Las t Thursda y, Joyce McPhe ters joined
Colby 's adminis trati on as the new Assoc i-

ate Dean of Housing. McPhe ters rece i ved
her masters f rom UMO and worked as resident direc tor and coord i nator of a 260
person do rm while at the un i versity .

Facult y meetin g
debates Merit
by John Collins

Two weeks ago at the
monthly faculty meeting
much of the discussion
involved the merit system,
of.faculty raises, which now
involves the judging of the
department heads, and the
new proposals concerning
basic-flexible credit I .
Paul Dorain, Dean of the
Faculty, addressed the
meeting and explained the
merit guidelines and how it
affected their salaries. He
explained that the chairman
of each department wou 'd
now submit candidates to
an all college review for
merit pay raises with the
faculty being judged on
their class teaching, school
citizenship, .and discipline,
A teacher not recommended, who felt that he
was
overlooked,
may
recommend himself. In the
past, the merit system was
always used, but only this
year have teachers become
aware of- the selection
procedure. Previously it
was unknown who made the
merit decisions and many
teachers wanted to know
they could be considered for
merit. The all college
review . President Cotter
said: judged to see if the
to the
teabher
~mm-wmmWmTm
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replied that many schools,
unlike Colby, do not include
instructors salaries on their
payroll ! statistics and so
their
average
salary
reported went up accordingly. There was
evidence
of
division
among
the faculty in
support of the merit
Some teachers
system
favored an across-the-board
raise and eliminating the
merit system, -while others
saw the need for a merit
system. It was assumed
that if the better teachers
were rewarded, they will be
content and remain with the
college.
When an oral vote was.
taken, the majority of
faculty voted against the
merit systemi. Despite the
vote, a few days later, the
Board of Trustees voted
unanimously to put the
merit system., on a trial
basis this year. In addition
to the merit raises, all
teachers will receive the
standard salary adjustment.
Another topic brought up
for discussion was the
proposal concerning basicflexible credits, ;. Although
much was discussed about
the finer points in the
proposal, including the
teacher's right to decide
whether a class should be
on a Pass-Fail basis, and
the proposed adoption of a
C- being the passing
requirement , any decis ion
on the matter was postponed until next month's

meeting.

Cotter also informed them
AM,
that
Rosenthal,
execut iv e director o f the
New York Times, will be
recognized en November 0
when he will receive the
Elijah Parish Lovejoy
Award.

President's graduate level law course
gets praise from seniors
" ,' y. ¦" ¦¦.;¦• ' • by Steven Nicholas
Government 319i isn't just another new course offering
at Colby. It is' a" graduate level;course. It is taught via
the Socratic teaching: method,- with extensive use of
legal cases. . And it is taught by the president of the
, .7 YY-:y
college." '" ; ' ^. SaS:-A\,.::
"Law and Social Change" is; "an examination of the
respective roles of the courts, the legislature, and the
executive iii declaring law and resolving desptutes." It
is also President William R. Cotter's vehicle for"getting
to know the students in a different light."
"I meet students through committee meetings and
administrative affairs '' said the president, "but I
wanted to get to know them through a more typical
student-teacher relationship."
Teaching was something Cotter "wanted to do since
coming to Colby," and now, in his third year as
president, he has found his way from an office in Eustis
to a classroom in Lovejoy, where, he says, "the real
work of the college is done."
Cotter set out to "add something to the Colby
curriculum that•¦'¦was.""riot duplicative," and indeed his
course is different from anything Colby students have
seen before. "Law and Social Change", was catalogued
as a look into "the judicial process as it has dealt with
problems of slavery and racial equality in the United
States, and to a lesser extent South Africa." Due to the
tremendous popularity of the course, enrollment was
limited to seniors. So far the class has delved extensively into slavery and the abolitionist movement,
right up through the Civil War.
Cotter uses an interesting derivation of the Socratic
method of teaching in an attempt to involve students in
careful and analytical thought; At the end of each class
he assigns questions to students for the next meeting.
The students come to class prepared to answer
those questions, while Cotter, assuming the role of an
academic devil's advocate, always supports the opposing viewpoints. And a class discussion is born. *
Cotter said th at he was "very pleased" with the
results of this technique, noting that th ere was "lots of
class participation," in which "the students really
challenge me forcefully."
"The idea of a liberal arts education," added the
president, "is to learn to defend your point of view, but
understand that of others. One must learn to live with
ambiguity, and get comfortable with the fact that there
is no single dogmatic answer. There are shades of right
and wrong. "
Indeed, Government . 319 has been a learning experience for teacher and students alike. Cotter has
earned more about Colby students - how much
listorical background they have, and how well they deal
with modern issues in a historical perspective. In addition , h e has "a much better sense of their ability to
handle graduate, law school level work."
He has been impressed with students' breadth of
historical background, but says they ''don't write quite
as well as I had hoped at the senior level."
"But," the, president added, "case readi ngs are new to
th em , and they are considerably more difficult than the
topical textbook reading they've grown accustomed to."
Regardless, the general consensus among class
mem bers is that '- Law and Social Change" is absolutely
top-notch. ,- And the primary reason for that favorable
assessment is.the professor,
"He is one of the best professors I've had in 4 years at
Colby, " praised government major David Strage.citing
Cotter's "thorough preparation, energetic presentation,
and ability to ¦¦excite students" as particularly strong
.' :.' ' '
points.
; .». - '
Strage said students naturally treat the presidentprofessor "a little differently,',' but if they are in awe of
him , it's y'not so much because he is the president, but
because of how weH he delivers the material."
"His presentation of the material incites student inter est ," agreed classmate Cindy Koehler. "He really
knows his stuff , and that breeds more respect."
Both students called
method a ,
¦ his Socratic teaching
.
succ ess, j
:•;; ' ¦
Ss ' - :

"He's not just up there dishing out answers,"
remarked Koehler. "He makes you think, and he makes
you support your thoughts, sometimes with specific
page numbers!"
Strage agreed that the method spawned intellectual
curiosity and self-motivation. He added that many
students originally enrolled in the course simple because
Cotter was the teacher and "they were'eurious." Now,
however, due to the president's "vitality," it has
become "a really fascinating social study."
Both Strage. and Koehler described the work load and
Cotter's grading as very fair.
Cotter views his teaching endeavor as -an effective
means of minimizing the gap between the administration and the student body, and encourages his
colleagues to follow the lead.
"I hope all the administrators will find time to teach,"
he said, adding that desire to teach was "an important
criteria used in picking our newest administrators."
How does the president bf the college find the time?
"It's hard," Cotter admitted, adding that he was up
past one the previous night correcting the first blue book
exams.
But from the sound of things it's more than worth it.

Board of trus tees homec oming meeting
retains Merit ra ting system
by John Campbell
Colby's direction, capital
and
adcampaign,
ministrative appointments
were among the • issues
discussed at last Friday's
meeting of the Board of
Trustees of the college.
Foremost .on the agend a
was a rep ort by board
chairman Robert Anthony
on Colby in the 1980's. The
report focused on th e
decline in the number of 18year-olds in the coming
decade, and explored the
possibility of shifting the
curriculum to more careeroriented courses. The board,
voted
h owever,
unani mously to reaffi rm
Liberal
Arts
Colby's
curr
iculum.
Th is report was th e resul t
of a study prepared by a
committee
chaired
by
Professor Doug Archibald
this September. The study
was then reviewed by the
Educational Policy Committee of the board, and
presented by Anthony.
Another
report . of
significance was President
Cotter's, wh ich included a
23-page Colby fact book
outlining
comparative
admissions
information,

capital funds information,
and a general report on the
college. According to Cotter ,
these reports were "very
important to our direction. "
He added that one area h e
would like to see expanded
is that of information,
computers, and information
management, especially in
their relation to the liberal
arts. He said that Colby
intended to work closely
with the New Yorkbased Sloan Foundation to
develop a program in
technology and computers.
In other business, the
trustees reviewed th e state
of Colby's capital funds
drive, which began last
November. According to
Cotter, the drive is still in
the pre-public phase of
raising about $5 million in
pledges, with $3 million
already pledgedThe
next step will be to solicit
large public grants in the
four-year public phase of
the campaign. In addition ,
it was noted that 43 percent
of the alumni, the highest
percentage ever, gave last
year, resulting in $2 million
total giving by the alumni,
The trustees also voted to
create the position of Dean
of the College, and ap-
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pointed former Dean of
Students Earl Smith to the
position. Additionally, they
voted to appoint former
Associate Dean of Student
Housing Janice Seitzinger
as acting Dean of Students,
and they confimed Douglas
Reinhardt, former Assistant
to
Treasurer-Controller,
replace Treasurer .Karl
Broekhuizen.
The trustees unanimously
voted to retain Colby's
salaries. Merit rating has
been a sore spot for the past
several years, with opposition being led by the
American Association of
Prof essors
University
(A AUP ) chapter at Colby,
The faculty disliked the
sch ool's policy of setting
aside a percentage of th e
payroll money specifically
for merit increases.
In addition , the faculty
believed merit raises could
be a weapon agai nst them to
"limit academic freedom."

On the other hand , the
administration believed the
merit rating system is
equitable; they contended
that the safeguards of selfnomination for pay increases and the openness of
provide
the
procedure
adequate safeguards. They
also maintained that the
merit rating is valuable to
attract and hold qualit y
faculty . Consequently, the
trustees voted to retain t.hi?
present system.
After that, the trustees
voted to appoint one moro
trustee and five overseers
of the college. Their names
have not been released
pending their notifications
and replies to the board.
Finally, the board received
the report of the visiting
Committee on
Career
Planning, and decided to
further
study
. Career
Planning utilizing more
student input, particularly
that of seniors.

GET OFF THE HILL
AND COME TASTE
SOME GOOD HOME COOKING AT

BONNLE 'S
(A Colby . Tradition )

OPEN
Weekdays
6AM-2PM
¦-8AM-NOON
Sat & Sun
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Aft er 11 years Air New England goes belly up

It's Bar Harbor's sky to Boston now
needing to get to Colby by
plane.
ifor Air Jvfew England
though the end came very
suddenly and drastically. It
had not made much money

by Greg Nemrow
Last Wednesday, Bostonbased Air New England
announced that due to
"intolerable losses" caused
by airline deregulation and
the air controllers, strike, it
was shutting down after 11
years in business. Their
last flight from Waterville
will leave for Boston on
Saturday, Halloween eve.
Termination of its service
from Waterville however,
will not seriously affect air
service to Boston, although
higher fares for students
should be in the offing. This
is because Air New
England's departure leaves
only BarHarbor Airlines
serving Waterville.
Bar Harbor only began
serving La Fleur airport
last fall, and its arrival
meant tha t Air New
Engla nd ,
which
h ad
previously held a monopoly
there since 1970, had to
become more competitive.
One of the things it did was
to offer - a $50 standby
roundtrip.fare to Boston for
students ¦
In their first and only full
year of competition both
airlines offered four weekday flights to Boston during
the winter.
Air New
England transported 25,000
on its 19-seat Twin
Otters, and upstart Bar
Harbor flew 18,000 people on
its 15-seat Beech 99s,
although it also offered
service th to Bangor and
Presque Isle.

since it was upgraded from
a commuter to a regional
airline by the CAB in 1975,
and its financial condition
despite federal subsidies,
deteriorated to the point
where several weeks ago, in
a do-or-die merger, Air New
England agreed to be
bought out by smaller,
Wright Air Lines of
Cleveland.
But two weeks ago the
No c i t y on ANE ' s system w i l l l ose
merger fell through and
Air New England decided it
a l l of its a i r serv i ce .
had to shut down. The day
after it announced this,
Most flights weren.t regular round trip to Boston Wright Air Lines then said
usually full though, and on Bar Harbor costs $104.00 it could not buy any of the
_ (Photo by Jane Sullivan)
since Bar Harbor now versus Air New England's lines assets or operate any
stands to gain most of Air old regular fare of $96.00.
ot it's routes west of Boston,
Rai1ing outs ide Lovejoy : Any color
New
England's
old Bar Harbor , does usually which it had been hoping to
passengers it won't need to offer some sort of student do.
you want as l ong as it 's bl ack .
So Air New England,s
offer competitive fares, discount though.
¦ Y""
¦
'
'
especially
since
its
400 employees, including
Waterville flights arrive
Thus, . beginning
in eight in Waterville, will
here with Bangor and November air travellers in soon be forced to look for
Presque Isle passengers Waterville can still fly out new jobs in an already
already on board and can from the same terminal at depressed air line industry,
pick up more at Augusta or roughly the same times, but and the company will have
Lewiston. Air New England without a choice of airlines to liquidate its fleet of six
had to get all its passengers or fares. President Cotter Twin Otters and six 50-seat
here or in Augusta when said that Air New England's Fairchild 227s and Convair
Two weeks ago B & G eighteen and twenty year
headed south.
demise made "hardly, any y 580s as well as facilities at finished
putting in railings old students," and he
Bar Harbor has said that difference at all" to people 14 eastern airports.
on
the
granite
steps leading commented that the school
it can provide enough seats
up
to
Miller
Library
in a opted to put the railings in
for the Waterville market,
SAA
works
to
brin
g
on their own, but would
continuation
of
their
project
but the ticket agent in
have
eventually had to do'it
to
install
railings
on
all
Waterville said that it did
to
comply
with state hangranite
alumni
steps
on
campus.
togeth
er
students ,
not offer any standby fare
dicapped
laws.
President
Cotter
brought
to Boston for students. A
"The railings were not a
up the issue of the safety of
return to campus to speak the steps during inclement special appropriation," said
by Jennifer Batson
Colby 's Student Alumni about job opportunites in weather during 1980, and as Palmer. "They were part of
Association (SAA) works their special fields. The a result B & G put railings our routine improvements
committee also provides at Runnals Union, the to the college." The total
to bring students and alumni
for summer job Chapel, and the . Health cost of the installed railings
alumni together and to contactslistsand
AT
Jan-Plan Center last spring, The so far is around $5,000.
provide information to ternships.
The general feeling,
third and final phase will
students about alumni
throughout
the student body
occur
next
year
when
The
Alumni
Clubs
too,
services and keep graduates
<¦ '
- **3>
informed about campus offer alumni the op- railings will be placed on is one of approval since t|ie
portunities to meet with Frat Row and at the steps do get very dangerous
events.
during the winter. The
The Boston Heights,
SAA is currently a student students.
railings will be helpful to
committee of nine with two Alumni Club holds an ansafety
anyone carrying a lot of
Besides
the
obvious
nual
party
after
spring
advisors from the Alumni
advantages
during
bad
books.
office. The group seeks to break to which seniors are
weather,
the
railings
will
On the other hand some
establish closer relations for invited and they also also help older people
npted thai, the
students
alumni and students by sponsor "Colby Night at the
railing
were
detraction
around
campus.
B
&
G
providing functions at which Pops."
Director
Stan
Palmer
said,
from
the
appearance
the
students and alumni can
The SAA. welcomes any "A lot of people use the hill leading up toof the
meet, such as Homecoming new members or ideas from steps other than healthy Library.
weekend's SAA-Sponsored the Colby community,
Locomotion dance.
For Underclassmen would be a
Reunion Weekend in June , particularly welcome adSAA provides the student dition to the committee.
hosts for each returning Interested persons may
Founded in 1877, the Echo is published weekly,
except during vacation and examination periods, by
class.
\_ sl__________________________ PM__f___J____H-Ii ni__r_____- %_i?_if\_ l____/ ^****^ B_t!________/_____^^^
F'
contact Lynn Mahaffy. The
the students of Colby College. All correspondence
For the more immediate next meeting to discuss
should be addressed to tnc Editor, Colby Echo,
benefit of the students, SAA upcoming events will be
Colby College, Waterville, Me. 04901. The Echo is
arranges for graduates to held in early November .
represented by die College Advertising Service,Inc;
for national advertising. Entered as second class
mail at Waterville, Me. 04901, Subscriptions are
MWA RD
available at $8.00 per year.
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Dean Ma rri ner : Colby tradi tion
by Anne M. Phaneuf

Dean Ernest Cummings
Marriner's graduation from
[lolby in 1913 marked the
Deginning of a life-long
commitment to the College.
As a librarian, professor of
English , Dean of Men, Dean
of Faculty, and College
Historian, Dean Marriner
contributed
has
significantly in many ways
to Colby, and has witnessed
its growth process both
physically, and as an
academic institution. "I
have seen every building go
up on campus."
Sitting with folded hands,
in suit and tie, Dean
Marriner recounts the
development of Colby from

its original status as a
small, provincial, New
England college. In 1913,
Marriner recollected that a
man from St. Louis,
Missouri was the only
member of his graduating
class who came from
outside of New England.
Today, Colby alumni live on
every continent on earth.
The diversity of the student
and alumni population is
significant, according to
Dean Marriner, because
"the' status of a college is
shown by the breadth of its
students." With a smile, he
adds, "The sun never sets
on Colby graduates. "
Though proud of Colby's
past, Marriner explains that
the
College's ongoing

(Photo by Jack P .Makiner)
Dean Ernest M a r r i n e r

growth process is both
necessary and positive. Of
the school's 'numerous
changes, Marriner sees the
recognition of women as one
of the most notable.
Reflecting back to the late
1800's and the early 1900's
Dean Marriner states that
students
on
"female
campus were not only
second class citizens, they
were unwanted guests."
In 1871, Mary Low,
daughter of an influential
family, was admitted and in
1875, was the first woman to
graduate from Colby. After 1877, the number of
women in attendance at
Colby gradually increased,
much to the dismay of
administration,
trustees,
and
male
students.
Accordingly,
Marriner
explained, President Albion
Small initiated the coordinate system: separate
divisions of men and women
would function under a
single administration which
the president hoped would
lead to a rapid separation of
the sexes.
Displeased about the
presence of women on
campus and the co-ordinate
system, male students
nicknamed female students
"Co-odds." There was a
Men 's Student Council and a
Women's Student Council,
and a female and a male
class president, but complete separation of the sexes
could not be financed.

Limited numbers of
teachers and facilities led
inevitably to the integration
of sexes in the classroom
environment.
For many years, the
female population comprised only one third of the
entire student population.
Out . of twelve pages of the
ECHO newpaper. One half
of one page represented
women's
interests on
campus. Strict curfews
were imposed ©omen and
one female student was
even expelled for smoking.
Rapid changes in the role
of women at Colby were
effected with the arrival of
World War II. From 1942 to
1943 less than fifty civilian
men were in attendance at
Colby, and women had to
fill vacant spots in student
offices anfactivities.
Proving their capabilities,
women rose in status and
many restrictions were
the
lifted.
Gradually,
number of female students
increased and they became
an integral part of the Colby
community.
Financially, Marriner has
seen the status of Colby
improve
from
the
depression era of 1929 when
he was acting as Dean of
Men, and the administration
"had to beat the bushes for
students."
Off Mayflower Hill, Dean
Marriner 's Waterville home
(Continued on pag e15)

•Grant
(Continued f r omPa ge2)
At the end of 1979, the foundation assets totalled approximately 862 million dollars and expenditures included $2,263,928 for 35 grants. The largest grant in that
year was for 1 million dollars. (Under Federal law it is
now divesting itself of its Bankers Life and Casualty Co.
stock ; it owns the company and may increase its assets
to $2 billion, which would rank it second only to the Ford
Foundation in size.)
The foundation is currently working on grant application guidelines and a program policy statement.
None of the sixteen liberal arts colleges that are
receiving the grant applied to the program; they were
reviewed by the foundation board.

• Pass/Fail
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necessitate good work being
done in it.
However,
many
professors, including Paul
Machlin
and
James
Mclntyre questioned the
worth of a pass-fail option if
a C- minimum Is required.
Not
would
it
orily
discourage experimentation
[rom interested students,
out the implementing of
cedit stan dards would now

be superceded by a dual
standard of grades since a
student taking a course for
regular credit could pass it
with a D, while a pass-fail
student could not.
They also speculated that
grade inflating in pass-fail
courses might occur in
order to enable all students
to pass them who did Dwork or better, thus
negating
the
pass-fail
f«9f__KfS-i-#S-W
_#aM^
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The foundation has awarded grants to schools from
each area of the United States in an attempt to equally
distribute funding. The list of schools In the 15.6 million
dollar endowment plan included five other New England
institutions as well as Colby : Bennington College in
Vermont, Connecticut College, Hampshire College in
Massachusetts, Harvard, and M.I.T.
In the long run, the new professorship has the
potential of strengthening each department at Colby. To
CotterYthe distinction lay in the fact that "we did not
apply for this grant. " It was awarded "on a basis
following reputation."

873-5642

minimum.
The proposal should be
decided on at the next
faculty meeting. One option
the faculty might take is to
split up the proposal and
vote in the new credit m,
while voting down the
minimum
passing
requirement,
However,

r

HEALTH
>
EMERGENCY?

/ A ^ ^y ^

Archibald said that in order
to be most effective, the
new
minimum should
reinforce the new credit
policy.
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Dean Marriner wi th Cha i rman of the
Boa rd of Trus t ees , Robert An thony .

Distinguished Service
Award goes to
Marriner
The first Distinguished
Service
Award
ever
presented by Colby College
was bestowed Friday upon
Ernest C. Marriner of
Waterville , a 1913 graduate
who has served the college
in a variety of capacities for
more than seven decades.
The
award,
which
lere after will be known as
the Ernest Cummings
Distinguished
Marriner
Service Award of Colby,
was presented by John R.
Cornell, president of the
Colby Alumni Council, at
the banquet which honored
Homecoming Weekend.
The occasion recognized
and honored members of
the President's Club and the
work of class agents as
well.
The Homecoming dinner
was also a surprise birthday
celebration
for
Dean
Marriner ,
who turned
ninety on Friday. In an
association of 72 years,
Marriner was an active
member of Colby's faculty
for 37 years, served as
of
librarian, professor
bibliography and professor
of English for 31 years. He
was the college's first dean
of men, a position he held
for 17 years, and the first
dean of the faculty . He has
been Colby 's historian since
1957, and is author of three

books about the college,
including The History of
Colby College.
As part of the 90th birthday observance, a cake
was presented,, the Colby
Eight sang "Happy Birthday, " and Marriner spoke
via
transcontinental
telephone to his son Ernest
in California and his
daughter Ruth in Virginia ,
both Colby graduates. He
was presented with a
mounted photograph of the
old Colby campus and a
plaque, and a book containing
letters
of
congratulations
from
members of the 50-Plus
Club.
Paying
tribute
to
Marriner were John Cornell, president of the Colby
Alumni Council, President
Emeritus Robert E. L.
Strider, President William
R. Cotter and Chairman of
the Board , Robert N.
Anthony . In his tribute ,
Cornell
stated, "More
important than all the
accolades
you
have
received in the years past
and undoubtedly will continue to receive in the
future, Dean Marriner , we
honor and salute you for
your friendship and your
uncommon devotion to your
j
college."1
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Cotter and Mackenzie preside over
the Hei ghts cornerstone dedication
by Carta Thompson
Colby's newest . dorm,
"The Heights," was officially dedicated in a
cornerstone ceremony last
Friday, October 16th. The
ceremony was presided
over by President Cotter,
and featured Government
Professor Calvin Mackenzie
as special speaker. Also
part of the ceremony was
the placing of articles in the
cornerstone box.
In his opening remarks,
Cotter
referred to the
gradual growth of the Colby
student population during
the sixties and seventies
which necessitated construction of the new dorm,
expressing a hope that no
more dorms would need to
be built at Colby for the
remainder of this century .
The President also ex(Photo by Debbie Robbins) pressed his thanks to the
many people who aided in
Pr esident Cotter p l aces t ime ca psule
the - planning and construction of the dorm, most
in the cornerstone of the He i ghts at
notably Philip M. Chu, the
the ded i cation ceremony .
architect, and the 110th
Maine Legislature, which
passed a bill enabling
private colleges in Maine to
use
tax-exempt
bond
financing for construction
projects.
Speaker MacKenzie, who
served on the committee
that recommended Chu's
works, praised the "compelling harmony " of the
Heights and its solarefficient design.
MacKenzie asserted that
the construction of this
dorm was "a positive
statement a bout th e way we
intend to approach the
f uture " at Colby.
The
Heights indicate a refusal to
give in to "economic
th reats," and an intent to
"control the future, Jiot be
its victims."
MacKenzie ended by
emphasizing the function of
the Heights as a "living
place." It is, var iously , a
residence f or stud ents, a
quiet and private place for
study and thought , and a

Red Cross:
Ready for a new cent ury.
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a copy of the enabling
legislation, and statistics on
the design and construction
of the building.
State Representative Judy
C. Kany of District 52-2, a
supporter of the bill in the
legislature and a guest,
remarked at the close of the
ceremony on the "friendly,
positive atmosphere of the
Heights."
State Senator Richard H.
Pierce of District 18, coponsor of the bill, expressed

/

his
delight
that
his
legislation had been first
put tp use here at . Colby,
which he considers "a very
positive part of Waterville."
He sees the bill as "a way
of repaying the college for
the benefits it has given the
area."
Other persons on the
platform included: Colby
trustee and alumni Ralph
Williams '35, Waterville's
mayor Paul LaVerdiere '59,
and architect Pillip M. Chu.

(Photo by Debbie Kobbinsj

Professor Cal Mackenzie addresses the offi cials assemb l ed
in the Heights at cornerstone 's placing .

Heig hts ' energy eff iciency
depe nds on its residents
by Steve Nicholas
"We are the guinea pigs"
says senior Ingri Gundersen. "This whole thing
is experimental."
Gundersen , one of 100
residents in the sparkling
new, two-story dormitory at
Colby, is in fact a "guinea
pig" for Colby's first
real experiment in energy
conservation via solar
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common ground for activities such as seminars,
discussion groups, and
public readings.
In
MacKenzie's words, it is a
place for "savoring experiences." "
Following this speech,
each of the guests on the
speakers' platform placed a
special object pertaining to
the history of Colby or the
Heights in the cornerstone
box. The articles included a
bronze seal of the College,
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heating.
The
new
dorm,
nicknamed "The .Heights,"
ascends th e hill on the south
side of Lorimer Chapel in a
series of steps, permitting
maximum solar utiliza tion ,
The L-shaped structure is
designed for energy conservation th rough passive
solar collection and heat
retention , and is expected to
save annually up to 25,000
gallons of oil - a 60 to 75
percent reduction in heating
costs.
The design of architects
Philip M. Chu Associates of
Chappaqua, N.Y., includes
special
architectural,
mechanical, and occupantoriented features, all aimed
at the goal of energy conservation.
The basic idea behind
Missive solar collection and
leat retention is to bring
the sun's natural heat in,
and keep it there, Consequently, the south side of
the new dorm , most accessible to the sun, consists
largely of glass windows,
many of which have in-

sulated shutters. The north
side, on th e other h and, has
very few. windows.
Other
architectural K
energy-saving features are
triple-paned windows, which
create an insulat ing layer of
air b etween th em , wall
insulat ion, air-locked doors,
and weatherstripping, In
overhead
addition, no
lighting was installed in the
rooms themselves.
On a mechanical level,
the building is equipped ,
among other things, with
high efficiency boilers and a
computerized
energy
management system,
The foundations for a
successful experiment in
energy conservation and
solar heating have beelaid. Wha t remains is for
the residents of the new
dorm to build on that
foundation by adapting to
the energy-saving features
and complying with several
"recommendations" on how
residents can help save
energy.
(Continued on Pa ge8)
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Harrises find Poland a frustrated country
by Lisa Kuzia

Harris
surmised that
"Poland has a great
tradition of freedom of
speech. They (the students)
talked and complained
constantly,
and
were
unafraid to do so." He
contrasted freedom of
speech in Poland with the
contained political thought
in Hungary.
He explained that in
Hungary the rumors circulate that one out ol every
three persons is a communist. Because the people
were afraid this kept the
political thought
out of
the streets. Their talk was
controlled by this fear

"The chance to experience life in another
political system, the personal relationships built
with the students, and the
people we met made our
stay in Poland an extremely
worthwhile one," stated
Professor. Peter Harris of
the English department as
he spoke at length about his
year in Poland. Both Peter
and his wife Natalie spent
the major portion from
September through June In
Poland at the Marie Curie
University in Lublin, where
Natalie Harris headed the

Th ey said "Oh , there 'll always be
ch eese." In January , chees~e disappeared from the store .They said ,
"We 'll ' always have ice c ream ." That
too went. They used to use v inegar
bo ttles to fill the space on the
emp ty shelves , and t hey said , "We 'll
never run out of v inegar. '! Sure
enough , vinegar disappea red from the
stores.
...
by rumor ."
initiated
Whereas in Poland, he said,
"You never N met a communist. The communist
party is so corrupt that the
people have no respect for
it." In talking with his
students, Peter observed
that "the student-faculty
relationship was much more
distant.
formal
and
Teachers were viewed as
authoritarian models." The
students were frustrated
with their nine courses per
semester, most of which
were previously selected for
them.
At the Harris's
prompting, the students
formed
a
student
association,
engineered
reform
and
initiated
several changes,

American
Literature
Department and Peter
Harris taught two conversation courses.
Natalie Harris last year
applied for, and received, a
Fulbright Fellowship to
Poland and her husband
then did his sabbatical year
there. "We chose Poland
because of the fact that it is
an . Eastern
European
country with a history of
great literature and high
literacy culture. The people
too were a factor in our
decision because of their
expressed
interest
in
America and American
Literature."
Peter Harris revealed his
observations
of
a
dissatisfied people; "My
conversations with the
students revealed their
thoughts on life in a communist country, their attitudes about Russia, the
coun try 's economic woes,
and the effect of solidarity."
Students, talked earnestly
about how they felt and

briefly
Harris
Mr.
dramatized living conditions
starting with the food
"When _ we
situation,
arrived, there was a
small
comparatively
variety of goods in stores,
but in adequate amounts.

Peter Harri s af ter his sabbat i ca l
year in Pol and.
During the year both
variety and amount shrunk.
They said, "Oh, there'll
always be cheese."
cheese
In
January,
disappeared
from
the
stores. They said, "We'll
always have ice cream."
That too went. They used to
use vinegar bottles to fill
the space on the empty
shelves, and they said,
"We'll never run out of
vinegar.** Sure enough,
vinegar disappeared from
the stores.
"But no matter how little
there was they always gave
what they had. The Poles
are a very hospitable
people," he remarked. "We
were always being invited
to someone's house for food.
Even i( they had nothing,
they'd serve, a ten course
meal. You couldn't < get
cooking like that in the
restaurants. "
He described the housing
conditions , emphasizing
the lack of space. "People
waited ten years for an
apartment; the waiting list
was that long. Three to four
generations of people lived
in one apartment A young
married couple with a child
would have to live in one

room. There were no slum
conditions, but space was
tight. Because of this the
family situation was different ."
people
were
"Most
dependent on their parents
till they were in their late
30's. Parents had tire
connections and got you the
job. Because of the lack of
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He continued on this note,
"Polish
saying
that,
workers were alienated
from their jobs and
therefore had a high rate of
drunkenness and sense of
futility. They had no control
over their own workplace. It
was a pitiful situation."
"The threat of invasion so
emphasized in the media is
something
the
Poles
themselves don't believe
in," stated Harris. "Poland
has so many problems that
if Russia did invade the
country, her 35 million
people, most of whom hate
stop
would
Russia,
working."
The strain is intense
though, " and the tension
builds on you," he said .
crisis
leaves
"Each
everyone with a little less
energy, which is why w e
took vacation often."
Human dignity, justice,
and self determination are
goals for all the Polish
people. People wonder how
and where the, Poles got
enough courage to engineer
a social revolution, but the
Polish are a courageous
people, who won't give up
without a fight.
Professor Harris concluded, "Their courage
stems from their desperate
unhappiness."
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; wealth and housing, personal independence was not
practically realizable."
The family conditions are
not the only pressing
matters, though, as the
polical situation is revealing
the Russian influence there
as well. "Russia subsidizes
Poland,and Poland is addicted to the goods that
Russia supplies her with." he
said. The Poles are trapped
with their currency and
dearly want dollars because
their currency (zlotys) is
not worth anything outside
of Poland.
The Russian influence
extends even farther.
"Russia has foisted off on
Poland a Soviet Collectivism. There is little or no
local anatomy in Political
Organization. There are few
or no central planners. The
system is inflexi ble, indifferent and gives no incentives for people to
work," he said. Harris then
went on to apply Marx's
criticism of capitalism as a
"far more apt description of
Soviet Collectivism th.'n
that of
Capitalism."
criticism
of
Marx 's
capitalism is that it
alienates workers from
other workers, from the
products of labor, and
ultimately from himself .
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Colby in Caen program begins
by Jean Appellof
Last year saw the birth of Colby's new junior year
abroad program in France, "Colby in Caen," a program
designed by Professor Arthur Greenspan, in conjunction
with Washington University in St. Louis. Last year's
participants consisted of thirty students, nineteen from
Colby and eleven from Washington U.
Last year, the program commenced with a
preliminary six-week orientation in Paris designed to
immerse the students in French life. Grammar and
civilization courses, held at a branch of the U. of Paris,
are mandatory and facilitate integration into the French
culture. The grammar classes are divided according to
levels of advancement, and taught by French
professors.
Following this was a civilization course for the group
as a whole, taught by five different professors each
specializing in a specific area of French civilization.
These included history, literature, " political science,
sociology, and art, taught coincidentally with trips to the
Louvre and other museums.
The students were lodged at the FIAP, a type of internationational hotel, located in the south-eastern part

of the city and only a few metro stops away from the
most popular attractions in Paris.
Group excursions on weekends were to places like
Fontaineblgau, Versailles, Chantilly - places the
students would normally not have seen were it not for
the group organization of Professor Greenspan.
At the end of October came the end of the orientation
in Paris. On October 26 the group moved to Caen, a city
in Normandy on the northwestern coast of France, two
hours from Paris. Caen (pop. 125,000) is located not far
from the English Channel, and is notorious for "Channel
weather," other wise known as rain. In fact, the day the
group arrived it was pouring. Culturally, though, Caen
has much to offer : theater, concerts, cinemas, open-air
markets, as well as a natural charm found in typically,
French cafes, bakeries, and assorted shops.
In Caen, the students lived among Fench students in
the university dormitories. All rooms are singles, and
dorm life in France is generally quiet and reserved;
many of the French students leave for home on
weekends..
The University of Caen is a school of over 17,000
students and is divided into specific areas of study.
"Colby in Caen" students are enrolled in the equivalent
(Continued on page11)

%Heig hts off e rs energy conse rvation
(Continued from Pa ge6)
Residents on the south
side of the building, for in- stance, are expected to shut
their special
insulated
window shutters at dusk,
and open them again in the
morning. Thus the solar
heat will enter during the
day and heat the room at
night.
In the bathrooms, the
toilet fans are hooked to the
light switches so that they
will be activated only when
the room is in use. Turning
off the lights in the
bathroom is another important recommendation.
Other
energy-saving
suggestions include the
traditional shutting of doors
and windows in cold

Go to sea
and earn credit
this Spring

Sail the C a ribb ea n and Atla ntic on a 10C
loot schooner as part ol Southampton
College 's 1982 SEAmester ™ program.
Study the coastline, barrier and
coral reels, plus marine life. Visit major
seaports and points of interest.
' Accredited courses in: Costal _^
Ecol o gy , Ichthyolo gy, Navigation vr J''
and Seamanship. Literature oj/ /lf
the Sea , American Maritime /Vy / I
History, Natural Histor y, / / • It
Sailing ,
// / m
April 4 , 1982 to
£-/• •'" JB June 5 , 1982,
^*IM________II_I

For more Information , contact
SEAmester™
Office of Continuing Education

Southampton Coll mt of l.i.u.

Southampton , New York 11968
or call 516-283-4000, ext . 117
^^^ _>«_U^/*»_L»

weather and turning off of
its.
unused
The r*. ..dents' role in this
experiment is an important
one and, so far, it's being
fulfilled "reasonably well,"
according to junior Paul
Lezberg, a dorm staff
member at "The Heights."
The general consensus
among the lodgers is that
their role is relatively
simple, and not a terrible
imposition on their normal
routine, he said.
It's mostly in the daily
scheme of things," said
"It's not like
Lezberg.
people are leaving biology
lab early to rush home and
close their shutters. "
"Living here and saving
energy isn 't a big job,"
agrees junior Dan Marra ,
another dorm staffer at the
new dorm. "The dormitory
wasn't designed solely with
functiona l, energy-saving
purposes in mind.
The
comfort of the residents was
paramount.
Linda Syiek, a j unior
living on the third floor,
said "everything is so built
in , you save ener gy with out
even knowing it."
There have, however,
been some minor complaints related to the
energy-saving features,
Th e
nonex istence
of
overhead lighting in the
rooms "hasn't gone over
well" according to Lezberg.
"But" he adds, "that may
be because people were not
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warned," and
arrived
without their own light
sources.
"I heard that they took a
poll and found that students
preferred not to have
overhead lights" remarked
sophomore Keng Low. "But
I never took it!"
There were other complaints about the heating
level of the building. Some
residents grumbled that it
was a bit cold much of the
time, especially in the
morning. Some rooms have
wall th ermometers, but
they cannot be turned above
65 degrees, since t hey are
computerized, and controlled by the college's
Buildings and Grounds
department.
M any students remarked
that "65 degrees is not

conducive to studying," and
they said they "wear a lot
of sweaters." And scrawled
on one dorm staff member's
memo board were the
chilling words: "Turn up
the heat...we're turning into
popsicles." Most students,
however, cited no problems
with the temperature.
A few pointed out some
minor . discomforts caused
by the insulated window
shutters.
Senior Beth
Laurin said they were awkward and "limited furniture
arrangement possibilities. "
And
Ingri Gundersen
commented that it was easy
to sleep until noon with the
shutters closed "because
you lose all conception of
time." ' But, "i t's great if
you enj oy a f ternoon na ps,"
she added.

Career Watch
SALES - on campus. Anyone interested in selling
hand made articles from Afghanistan on campus during
their spare time may be interested In this position.
Person wanted immediately. Great way to get sales
experience. Contact Gen in Career Planning for further
information.
TEACHING - A summer teaching opportunity is
available at St. Paul's School Advanced Studies
program in Concord , N.H. Interns pick up exceptional
experience in a fine aca demic program. Education
Certification is not required. Applications due by
December 1. Contact the Career Planning Office for
further information.
INFORMATIONAL INTERVIEWS - for those of you
making information contacts to educate yourself in the
employment area, we now have a list of "typical
questions" available in Roberts 252.
INTERNATIONAL CAREERS - for those interested in
working for the National Security Agency, which is
essentially the language and data interpretation agency
of the Government' s investigative services, an exam is
required. Registration is due before October 31st. They
are particularly interested in language majors
Aoolications for the exam are in Roberts 257.
WASHINGTON
LEGISLATIVE
INTERNSHIP
PROGRAM - for second semester. Sponsored through
Boston University. Academic Credit possibilities. You
would be enrolled in classes as well as a practicum on
the Hill. Find out more in the Career Planning Office.
CONSERVATION-PRESERVATION
PROJECTS
ABROAD - The U.S. Committee of the International
Council on Monuments and Sights coordinates conservation projects in England and France. Hard workmainly archeological excavations. Two or four week
projects. No transportation^ costs included. If you're
planning on going to Europe anyway, find out more
about this unique program. Roberts 252.
APPRENTICE IN THE PERFORMING ARTS - including Opera, Dance, Theatre, Symphonic and
Chamber Music, as well as the Visual Arts. Apprenticeship at the sixth season of the Spoleto Festival in
Charleston, South Carolina. Positions available in
production and administration. Paid positions. Find out
more in Roberts 252.
»

PHYSICAL SCIENCES-FEDERAL JOBS - announcements have recently come in about federal
positions in the sciences. If you are interested , contact
Gen in career Planning.

Career Calendar
THURS . OCT . 29

MELLON BANK Informa t ion Session

6:30 p.m.-- Hurd Room
OPEN SEMINAR : "Immuno genetic
A pproaches to Cancer Research" by
Dr. Michael Lynes , Col by Colle g e
'75. 6:30 p.m. — Arey 11 0

FR IDAY , OCT. 30

BOSTON UNIVERS I TY LAW SCHOOL Group Informa tion .Session --sign

j!5m HAIR ETC *
Hair
Unisex

^2£F

Stylists

189 Main St.

Water ville 873-2041
*Saudi *Bobbi ¥K_nren ¥Tin a
-z

¦
-

up in Career Plannin g, Rober t s
Room 252
MON. NOV. 2
"CAREERS FOR SC I ENT I STS"— Sound
fllms trip -- Bring you r l unch !
12 noon , Whi t ney Room , Rober t s
TUES . NOV. 3
Informa tion Session with PROCTOR
& GAMBLE — Robins Room 6:30 p.m
WEDS. NOV . h
RESUME WORK SHOP for Sci entific
Pos i tions (date and l ocation ^o
be announced and changed) 6 p.m.
THURS . NOV . 5
Information Session with VENTREX
LABS— Sign up In Career Planning . 7 p.m*

Pa rttwo: the controversy about the cervical cap

cervical cap birth control
device was registered with
the FDA.
The FDA became aware
of the cervical cap's
resurgence in the U.S. only
after a considerable number
of women had begun using
it. The lack of research and
statistical findings led the
FDA to pass a regulation
categorizing the cap as a
class 3, "significant risk"
device on January 19, 1981.
This
classification
authorized that only those
The cervical cap is a form providers of the cap who
of birth control which has submitted and received
been used in Europe for FDA approval of a detailed
many years, and which was
popular in the U.S., before research plan would legally
the advent of the pill and be able to continue fitting
the I.U.D.Y (Intrauterine women with cervical caps.
device) in the 1950's and According ' to women's
this
activists,
60's. It is considered an health
inexpensive, and relatively classification was not based
safe and reliable form of on inferences drawn from
birth control by its users.
valid statistical data, and
With mounting evidence was not given proper
of the dangers of the. pill consideration by the "FDA
and I.U.D., interest in (the Advisory Panel.
cervical cap has been In November of 1979, a
revived in the United meeting was called at the
States; in the past three National Institute of Health
years, more than 10,000 (NIH) . in Washington, with
women have shown interest the purpose of discussing
in obtaining the device.
the possibility of governSince its re-emergence in ment funded research on
the United States in 1977, the cap. The outcome was a
however, the cap has been request for a comparative
the subject of great con- safety and effectiveness
troversy. The following is study of both the cervical
an account of the struggle cap and the diaphragm , At
between the Food and Drug this meeting, however, the
(FDA); FDA neglected to announce
Administration
which has restricted the use that they planned to
of the cervical cap in the categorize the cap as • a
U.S., and women's health class 3 "significant risk"
care activists, who are device.
Because this information
fighting to maintain its
accessibility.
was hot publicized, cervical
cap providers remained
should
he
unaware that the cap would
'The cap
be inaccessible by January
The Oct. 8 issueof the
ECHO printed the first half
of a report on the cervical cap.
The article provided a
history and descrip tion of
the device, and briefly ex-.
arnined its status in the
United States.
This week's report examines
the controversy surrounding
the restriction of the cap in
the U.S., and provides inf ormation on the availability
of the device.

minated in January of 1981. approve marketing of the smaller size and con
venience of the cap, and the
As a result of this cap.
regulation, providers of the
fact that the cap can be left
cap were required to submit
in for at least three days, as
a
research
opposed to a six to eight
protocol
detailing how they would 'Women should hat 2 hour
limit
for
the
study the cap.
diaphragm.
Because the cap the rig ht to choose
Because of the cap's
is a barrier device,
durability,
and because it
research is limited to obrequires far less spermicide
servation and monitoring of the safest method
' than the diaphragm, it is a
6This device has the the women presently using
99
much lower profit item than
bodies.
their
f
or
it.
p otential tobe one The only large-scale study
most otner birth control
in progress now is at the U.
devices. It is precisely for
of the safest , most of . Southern California The current statistic this reason that pharSchool
of
Medicine. regarding the effectiveness maceutical
corporations
Researchers
there
mexpemive,most a grant from the received
have
not
wanted
to produce
NIH of of the diaphragm is 85-98 it. Recently, however,
some
close to one million dollars. percent, pending correct corporations have begun
to
usage
and
care.
Malasky
methods
effective
Thousands of women are
interest.
.
;»show
anticipates
that
the
cap
of contraception. 9 participating.
According to Sandra "will be in the upper range
Malasky feels that the
Malasky of the NHFHC in of the effectiveness rate of economic issue of profit and
Concord, it will be at least a the diaphragm, but this is the reluctance of the FDA
not proven yet."
to aid in funding research
The Cervical Cap Team of couple of years before the
findings
are
the NHFHC developed such research
Other comparative ad- have been the two largest
a research protocol and sufficient for the FDA to vantages
include
the
(Continued on pa g e11)
submitted it to the FDA, in
it
addition to making
available to as many cap
providers as possible.
response
was
The
tremendous and the NHFHC
received approval from
Institutional
both
the
Review Board and the FDA,
o are ntereste
at the end of 1980.
Since then, about sixty
providers nationwide, both
individual practitioners, and
women's health care centers, have received the
approval of the FDA, and
now have research underway. The New Hamp.
.
m,
shire Feminist Health
Center is one such place.
^
The NHFHS practitioners
are informing women that
the accessibility of the cap,
and to inform all the
providers that their cap
shipments would be ter-

19",

I981.lt , was only by
chance that a member of
the National Women's
Health Network did see a
reference to the regulation;
and the National Women's
Health Network quickly
organized to find out how
th'is regulation would affect
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available because it
STU-A . FILMS PRESENTs BB
BH
is a good, viable
alternative ,9 ^^^ H|E ^_itj i^j «^ ^ ^ ||^^^
The FDA was empowered, in a 1976 amendment, to classify all
medical devices according
to two criterion; the degree
of risk the device presents
to its user, and the quality
and quantity of data
available which provide
evidence of safety and effectiveness,
The
controversy
surrounding the cervical
cap arose originally when a
device which is neither
designed nor intended for
use as a birth control device
was classified by the FDA
under th e name "cervical
cap."
This
device,
manufactured in America
by Milex Products, Inc., is a
hard plastic structure made
expressly for artificial
insemination and collection
of menses.
The cervical cap being
used for contraception
purposes, a British-made,
rubber device, was not
cons idered f or class ifi cat ion
simply
because
its
manufacturer failed to meet
the deadline for FDA
registration , It was not until
October of 1079, t hat t h e
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Thursday
Frida y

Nig ht:

Nig ht!

SPECIALS

Eggp lant Mussaka with brown rice

Lasagna with garlic bread

Crepe St. J acque with rice p ilaf
Roast prime rib of beef with baked p otato

Saturda y Nig ht: Sa uteed Vegje cr ep es with rice p ilaf

Marina ted swordf ish with baked p otato
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Roast prime rib of beef with ba ked p otato
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Wednesday Nig ht: Pizza Rustica
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+JFREE GLASS OF WINE WITH DINNER
Weds.
ENTERTAIN MENT
Thur s.
Pat Husae y
Jennifer
Fri. & Sat. Peter Griffith
Dally llam '9:30p m
Sunday entre e brunch 8am-2 pm Sunday dinner 5pm-9p m
H appy hour Monday-Saturda y 3pm-7p m
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Annoimcements
INTERFAITH DINNER will be held on Oct. 29 from 56:30 p.m. in the Hurd Room, .Roberts.

HALLOWEEN STORY reading by English dept. faculty
takes place on Oct. 29 in Hurd Room, Roberts. >

AN .OPEN SEMINAR "Immunogenetic Approaches to
Cancer Research" with Dr. Mike Lines 75 will be held
in Arey 5 & 110 at 6:30 p.m., Oct. 29.

HALLOWEEN- CONCERT by Locomotion will be in
Dana dining hall at 8:30 p.m. on Oct. 31.
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18th Century England" with Harvard history professor
John Brewer will be in L215 at 8 p.m. on Nov. 2.
FILM in conjunction with the history dept. "Rosie the
Riveter" on Nov. 4 at 6 p.m. in L215.

STU-A FILMS; presents "Catch-22" at 7 & 9:30 p.m. oi
Nov. 4_ n L100. Admission charged.

"LIVING IN CHINA" a talk by professor
Feigon and his wife Leanne Star will be
Lee
¦m«(4> \.-.s j ^.-x *m%%&&> s^^y >Z \^.$$^^W$$3mm.
sponsored by the E. Asian Studies Program
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and Maine Asian Studies consortium In K215
^^
at 8 p.m. on Nov. 4.
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LECTURE : "Political Cartoons and Popular Politics in

FILM in conjunction with the English dept. "Ashes &
Diamonds" on Nov. 2 at 8 p.m. in L100.

STU-A FILMS presents "Phantasm" in L100 at 7,9:30
and 11:30 p.m. on Oct. 31. Admission charged.
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SYMPOSIUM on Groundwater and Hazardous Waste
will be sponsored by the American Chemical Society
and the State Geologists' Association at 8 p.m. in Keyes
105 on Oct. 31.

POWDER & WIG presents "P.S. Your Cat is Dead" by
James Kirkwood directed by Scott Sophos and Ross
Brennan in the cellar theatre of Runnals at 8 p.m. on
Oct. 29. Admission charged.

J r"

MEETING ' for all interested students with a
representative of higher education in Europe will run
from 1:30. - 3:30 p.m. on Nov. 2 in the Hurd RoomRoberts.
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PIAN O RECITAL with
di
Bonaventura
will be held in
ANnothony
Given on Nov. 15 at 8 p.m. Free tickets to
the Colby community will be available from
Nov. 2-6 in the calendar office in Eustis at
ext. 363. General public tickets will be
made available the week of Nov. 9-13.
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ORONO LECTURE: ¦"Political Prisoners
and Human Rights: . You Can Make a
Defference" will feature N.E. coordinator of
Amnesty INtl. Joshua Ruberistein on Nov. 5
at 8 p.m. in the FFA Room of the Memorial
Union.

PERFORMING TALENT SEARCH video or
tape cassettes to the American Collegiate
Talent Search must be submitted by
•
^Smmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
- A.C.T.S. Box 3SE,
December 4. Cantact
New Mexico State University, Las Cruces,
J >>
N.M., 880O3 or call 505-646-4413 for information and registration forms.
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BUS TO BOSTON for $16 round trip on Nov.
7. Bus leaves JFK Mall at 7 a.m., arrives
Quincy Market at 11 a.m. Leaves Quiqcy
Market at 8 p.m. and arrives back in
Waterville by midnight. Make reservations
with, checks payable to:Colby Distaff c-o
Nancy Newton, Chemistry Dept. or 8
Hazelwood Ave., Waterville.
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Photographers!
Anyone In*
teresfed in takin g Photo graphs
of tho Colby Bands , or anyone
who alread y hat photographs of
tho Colby . Bands • please con tact Al iaa Dlehl : Box 316 or
phono 873 1WJ ;
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MARKETIN G • Amway, Corp. ,
selling
fast grow ing . direct
business , offers earning opportunis t to persons in all
walks of life , Success, depends
For a parsonal
on YOU,
grei entatlon ¦•• ' W-oshowin g
BLI GATION,
marketin g plan and Amway 's
(«)
businesses, call ' 3U-9VM
six
or write, Amway , Box 541,
Wlnthro p, Mo;, 043H Include
telephone number lit written
,,• " . '
inquiries , y. , \

Profe ssor MacArthur runs for school board
not know many people, he plans to run a door to door
campaign, walking through neighborhoods and going to
coffees..
Because of the general nature of the issues, he will not
come out with official press releases or do typical
"official" campaigning. He feels that the campaign will
be decided basically on who the voters perceive will be
better able to solve the school system's problems.
When asked to state, what he felt were the main issues
in the race, he reiterated his . concern for the crisis
being caused by the fiscal crunch which is facing the city
MacArthur discussed an interesting aspect of the
campaign-the .subject of redistricting. After the 1980
census, Waterville's district lines were redrawn because
Maine state laws mandated that voting district lines
must be redrawn on the basis of the number of potential
registered voters, rather than on the basis of actual
registered voters.
This policy gave the Colby College student body
normous potential political power because of the large
iiumber of students in Ward 3.
MacArthur summed up his attitude toward the school
board by saying that he felt they had tried very hard to
deal with the school's financial problems, and that they
have come up with some creative solutions.
MacArthur also discussed his feelings about some
general issues facing American education including
tuition tax credits for private schools. On one hand,
these subsidies allow the Continued existence of a
private system of education which is independent from
the government and political parties and the existence
of this element provides people with and educational
choice.

by Susan Rosenthal
Philosophy . Professor Robert MacArthur will, .be
running as the Democratic school board candidate in the
third district against Republican incumbent Fred
Lagarmasino
MacArthur ^first" became interested'in seiVing on the
board in 1978, when a vacancy arose: However, he was
living in Indiana at the time and it was not feasible for
him to run.
When he returned to Colby he found that the incumbent in Ward 3 in his opinion was not representing
the true needs of his students and he decided to make a
bid for the seat.
The method used by MacArthur, in order to secure the
nomination for the Democratic seat was rather interesting. In order to popularize his cause, MacArthur
called in eighteen supporters to the ward caucus held
early this month. Because there were only 25 people who
showed up to vote, since ward caucuses are taken for
granted in Waterville, MacArthur won handily.
He cited several reasons for wanting to be on the
board. He has a daughter in the public schools, and he
wishes to ensure she receives a quality education.
Waterville, like most communities in the nation, has
been faced with the problems of rising costs and
declining enrollment .
The School Board plays a very important role in the
community because it is their job to decide how best to
allocate the funds, and to make the case before the city
council for more funds.
MacArthur wijl be very low key in his campaign.
Since he has recently moved into the district and does

in Caen
• Colby
^

& Cervical cap

(Continued from page 8)

of a liberal arts school, although they are free to
register for classes in any area. The program itself
offers specific courses, called core courses, which are
normal classes offered by the university, taken by
French students, and taught by French professors.
In addition to attending class at the appointed meeting
time, "Colby in Caen" students met an extra hour per
veek with the professors for more intensive and
regulated study. Studentswere required to take at least
two core courses per semester, and were free to take
any other course on the university curriculum.
Classes are mandatory, but junior year abroad does
not imply constant studying and school work. One of the
most important aspects about spending a year in a
foreign country is' the learning experience that occurs
outside the classroom. Seeing new places, meeting and
speaking with the people are as relevant as book
learning. One of the best ways to understand and appreciate the French is to be exposed to France's rich
and extensive history.
The group travelled to the Normandy coast - and was
at the same beaches where the English and American
troops landed on D-Day, June 6, 1944. A trip to the Loire !
valley, to visit the most famous and elaborate chateaux
in France, defied replication in words or photographs.
Individual travel is also important to explore' and
discover this entirely new world. During the school year
ther are two major vacations, at Christmas and at
Easter, allowing the perfect opportunity to take advantage of the richness of Europe.
Colby has done a great service to its students in
providing this program, "Colby in Caen," - it is an
optimum mixture of invaluable academic and nonacademic experience, the opportunities of which are
endless, Colby's French students will be able to benefit
from this program for many years.
4
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Ath lete of the Week !
—Chip Rooriey—

Free Pi zza & Coke
Tore liga ments as he made
winning goa l In rugby .
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problems. She recognizes Malasky
adds,"The
that the cap is not the bottom line, really, is that
ultimate in contraception; this device has the potential
for some women, it will not to be one of the safest, most
be acceptable for one inexpensive, most effective
reason or another. For methods of contraception.
example, there are only Now that research has
four cap sizes available, so begun, it's just a matter of
some women willxot be able time and of collecting
to be fitted.
conclusive data. "
But Malasky feels very
strongly that "the essence
of the issue is simple: the Malasky feels confident
cap should be available that once research is
because it is a good, viable concluded, the results will
be favorable, and that the
alternative. Women should cervical cap will win FDA
have the right to choose the approval
become
and
safest method for their readily available throughout
bodies. It should not be an the United States..
issue of economic profit. "
Malasky also emphasizes The cervical cap can be obtained
that the resurgence of the it any of the United States Femini st
cap is the result of the
work of grassroot health Women 's Health Centers.
care activists atheir own
expense Says Malasky,
Feminist Health Centers
38South Main St.
"They have had to learn to
Concord, .NH 03301
be researchers to insure
that the information isac- ' 603-255-2739
curate and complete, and Urba n Women 's and Children 's
that the availability of the
Health
cap depends solely upon the
545 D Center St.
best interests of the women
Jamaica Plan
using it."

His objection to the tax credits reflected his gn. _ ¦> ¦ ..i
concern over the plight of American education. He
reiterated the claims when he stated that the drawing of
wealthier, superior students away from the public
schools would be harmful to the system.
The recent cutbacks in federal government aid to
local school systems has been a cause of great concern
to some local school officials and communities and
MacArthur did not feel that the citizens of Waterville
were greatly concerned with this issue.
One of the largest areas of cutbacks has been the hoi
lunch program. Waterville is not a wealthy community
and there is a working class tradition of brown bagging
lunches; therefore some of the neediest families do not
take advantage of the hot lunch program.
MacArthur then went on to state his belief that the
American educational system was founded to provide
opportunity for all and that it should do everything.in
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New & Used
Instruments & Accessories
Vintage Guitars & Amps
Mandolin s-Dulcimer & Bani os
Guitar lessons & much more

|
I
I 43 Main St. Fairfield , Me. 453-2942

254 AAAI N STREET
WATERVILLE
873- 1798

Waterv/ffe 's alternativ e record sto rebuying & selli ng new & used reta rds
— fro m Jazz & Bl ues to every p hase
of Rock n Roll.

All LP 's are guaranteed

We buy used records

Homecoming hits home

Tau Delt 's Grea t American Mustang
Homecomi ng King and Queen Eric Rid geway and Karen Enegess
wave to their subjects.

Carol
Bi rch and
Jeff B rown posed
as nun and monk
in the pa rade 1 s
prize-winning
portraya l of the
"Flying Nun. "

The little

'
d rumme r boy plays with the band .

"—-

t

They rece ived a
$100 at Hamlin ' s
as f i rs 't. prize.

mi.
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Colby 's infamou s masco t

Homecoming
Festival
was a popular and fastmoving affair this year,
drawing alumni of every
year, from their post-Colby
crevices. The weather made
one of its infrequent bright
and
dry
appearances.
Other appearances irtcluded
that of Livingston Taylor
and Mimist Trent Arterberry. A nighttime sports
bonfire rally, and half-time
parade complete with floats
and hojnecoming king and
queen took the edge off the
football tea m 's loss.

The mule KO' s Trini ty 's ban tam on Averiil' s floa t.

The crowd
watches
the floats

go by

on a beau t iful
Homecoml ng
Sa turday .

Johnson 's

"kick-ass "
floa t got a lot
of a tten tion . .
Foss-Woodman ' s "Fortmob1le " came comple t e fPhotot by HledlCodl)
, , .y '. •. ..¦ ' .' . .. ', ¦ ¦'
w i th Princess , and xou rt Jesters *

by Lindsey Grig gs
The Homecoming Festival
opened with a silent bang
Friday . night as a near
crowd
filled
capacity
Wadsworth Gym to watch
mime Trent Arterberry and
Livingston Taylor perform .
Many of the people were
enticed to the show when
the mime displayed his
immense talen t to several
dining hall audiences. He
had a fairly large repertoire , ranging from satirical
profiles of a macho cowboy
and the cycle of life to the
fun
of
improvisationa l
Disjointed to the serious
imagery of War .

(Phot o b y Pau l Dera rdcn)

Following Arterberry was
Livingston Taylor , who was
welcomed by a wellwarmed , enthusiastic Colby
crowd . He- opened up with
Goin g Around One More
Time and played through
several more songs including Carolina Day until
the spirit of the night and
the audience prompted an
outburst of 'punk. '
An outright comic song
about Russia was indebted
to the Cambrid ge punk rock
group , A. Haig and the
Reaganettes.
Taylor also
performed hilarious renJacqu es
ditions
of
Cousteau and A Cambrid ge
Kind of Guy . Near the end
of the concert the banjos

Mime and music are magical
For his final act , Arterberry
performed
a
tremendousl y sensitive and
dance-like mime of Icarus ,
to the music of the same
name by Paul Winters .
Few people were left untouched by the inspiration
df this man 's talent and the
ebullient
happiness
he
shared with his audience.

photos by Don Gallo

Livingston Taylor expresses h i m s e l f , . :

_P.& Your Cat is
Dead ' ope ns tonig ht

-were brought out and Don't
]Buy Me, written by John
Prine , raised the crowd to
its feet, where it stayed for
the Wizard of Oz Medley
encore .
The concert was over by
11 pm, but what it lacked in
length was more tha n
equalled by quality performances.

This Thursda y evening Powder and Wig unveils its
second production of the year , James Kirkwood' s P.S.,
Your Cat Is Dead.
The play deals with Jimmy Zoole, an actor who has
just lost two jobs , whose girlfriend has just walked out
on him , whose cat just died , and who has been robbed
twice in the past three months. On New Year 's Eve , the
burglar , - a bisexual hustler named Vito CAntonucci ,
str ikes again , but this time Jimm y catches him and ties
him to the kitchen sink. And that' s just the first act.
The cast include s Juan Colon, Scott Sophos , Rebecca Bullin , and Nash Robbins . It is directed by Ross
Brennan and Scott Sophos, and the stage mana ger is
Kelly Cantley.
The play opens tonight , .Oct.29 at 8:00 p.m., and will
be be performed on Oct. 30 and 31 in the Cellar Thea tre
in Runnals Union, Admission is $2. (Due to stron g
language i and partial nudit y, parental - discretion is
advised. )

Electric Phoenix brin gs avant-garde to Colby
by Gregory Davis
Those who attended 'the

performan ce by Electric
Phoendxwere witness to the
debut of avant-garde music ;
at Colby College. The group
consirts ' of four vocalists :
Linda Hurst , moz^o-soprano ,
Elaine Barry , alto , Andrew
Parott , tenor , and Terry ,
Edwards , bass , and a sound
technician.
The British
group, founded in 1978, has
travelled widely doing tours
in several Eropenn countrie s They use : a combination .| ' of' .Y these four
' beautiful voices.' employing
. innovattvc vocal-ttchniquifi ,

and sophisticated
electronics to produce music
which can only be classed
as avant-garde.
The concert was the
second in the annual Robert
and Helen Strider Concert
Series , and both the , expresident of Colby and his
wife were in attendance .
No admission was charged
and ' the auditorium was
filled with faculty, students ,
and townspeo ple.
The Electric Phoenix ,
dressed in white , came on
stage and took places at
their music stands , each
wltti
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synth esizer units which they
occasionally man ipulated .
Most of the electr onics and
mixing was done by the
sound man. The pro gram
began with a piece by David
Bedford called "The Way of
Truth ," Its text was a
translation ol some of the
writin gs of Parmenid es, a
Greek , philosopher , concerning the changolessness
The
of the universe.
beginnin g of the piece was
relatively conventional for a
four part ensemble ; but
soon the electronics , used to
modify the voices, emer ged
along with background
¦
t . » ¦( ,' | r
*

.* .* . *

t ,i - p l it i i i
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synthesizer
music.
Next, they perTormed four
by
William <
madr igals
Brooks ; the first , by far the
stron gest, was called "The
Silver Swan. " It cons isted
mostly of noises ran ging
from squeaks to bilateral
fricatives , which , when
in the right
uttered
sequence , made the words
to the song. At the end the
audience only managed a
couple of titters.
,- The next piece, called
y 'Maroas , Voice , and FourChannel Type" was based
on two poems about the sea
I
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by Pablo Neruda , and
arranged and put to ntUTsic
by Tim Souster. The poem
was recorded in both
Spanish and En glish , using
highl y technical methods
and cross-synthesis of vocal

and

nat ural

sounds

to

produce a dre am-like effect,
Here , three of the
vocalists exited , leaving tlie
mezzo-soprano to perform
"Aria , " by John Ca ge, a
rather well-known writer of
avant-ga rde music, It was
a relati vely loose combination of noises and
meanin gless phrases from

severa l languages. The last
work , "Time Piece" by
Paul Patter son, was a

rather satir ical view of
from
fall
mank ind' s
Paradis e, replacing the

symbolic apple with a
wristwatch.
All in all , the show was
differ ent for
something
Colby and the Electric
Phoenix was well received.
They
performed
some
difficult pieces flawlessly,
but more importantly introduced a brand of music
that many people never
have had a chance to appreciate ,

'Charley's Aunt' hilariously successful
by Derek S. Tarson
Lstst week, Charley 's Aunt
opened, and it was a success. Director Dave Worster
has done it again!
This farce, by Brandon
Thomas, deals with the
attempts of two Oxford
students to lure their
sweethearts to their room
so that they can propose to
them. Although this seems
simple, it is complicated by
the fact that their lure is the
promise of meeting one of
the boys' Charley's, aunt,
who doesn 't show up. Thus,
they must get one of their
classmates to dress up as a
woman and be Charley 's
aunt. The ensuing plot
twists are far too numerous
to chronicle* but, in the end,
almost everyone
ends up
with a lover, and the play
ends happily.
photos by Don Gallo "
Clay
Hutchison was
siinerb as the auick-thinking
"Jack" Chesney, the student
Abov e left , three Oxford chums and three beautiful women (from lef t , Jennifer. Gates , Adam
who designs the whole
Bo l onsky , Sonya Thompsen , Greg Kenyon , and Clay Hutch i son) ; a bove righ t , Charley cour t ing
deception. Mr. Hutchison's
high energy level kept the
Amy (chivalry is not dead) ; below , Charley 's aunt and a hopeful suitor (Bil l O 'Neil).
show going through difficulties with the props and
through passages in the
play where the action gets Greg Kenyon, as Lord very good ; but one wishes, implies. Ela Delahay,
especially in the case of Ms. Donna Lucia D'Alvadorez'
boring. He has, in this role, Fancourt Babberly, who is Gates,
that there were more ward and Lord Babberly's
duped
into
portraying
surpassed his work as
aunt,
was time spent reacting to the love, was well portrayed by
Martimer Brewster in Charley's
Arsenic and Old Lace; and hilarious in drag and very play, and less time smiling Lisa Smith; and Brassett,
one hopes to see more of fast with his ad-libs, as they at the audience.
the butler who knows
Donna Lucia D'Alvadorez, everything, was excellently
all were; but sometimes, by
him in the coming year.
Adam Bolonsky was also his own or directorial Charley's real aunt, who played by David Fanger.
excellent as the snivelling design, put some lines in comes in halfway through
Dave Worster did a nice
Charles Wykeham, room- that were distrubingly out the second act, was played job directing the show.
mate and apprentice to of character. Still, his great brilliantly by Ann Brach- Much of his blocking was
Jack Chesney. Although not comic timing persevered, man. One of the best very funny, especially in the
quite as good as Mr. and he was, all in all, very delivered lines in the show chase scenes, and it worked
is her line to Lord Babberly, well with the show. This
Htchison, he brought energy good.
whom
she knows is reviewer's only objection is
and character to the role, The ladies to whom the
pretending
to be her, but is , that he didn't cut more of
boys
are
trying
to
propose,
and these two actors
curiosity,
piqued,
playing the script; for Brandon
played
by
Jennifer
Gates
complemented each other
along
with,
of
"I
knew
your Thomas didn't give his
and
Sonya
Thompsen,
were
well.
late husband intimately. " audience much credit for
ttq.if.y.if.v y . V'f-V V't-W W?:* One hopes to see more of brains and sometimes gives
her in the coming year, as so much exposition before a
well.
plot twist, that when the
M. Spettigue, both of the twist comes, it is no longer
young
ladies '
money
Still, these places are
grabbling guardian, was funny.
fairly few and far between,
played hilariously by Matt and basically the direction
Ames. Sir Francis Chesney, was
excellent.
Jack's father, who has lost
scenery and the
The
all of his money, was com- lighting were very good,
petently played by William and the stage crew moved
O'Neil, considering his the sets quickly and efinterpretation of the role; fectively, so despite its
"Congratulations
£ but this reviewer
^W/n_^ MGreatful
flaws, this show was really
^^ oH^H
Dead, you've £ have preferred to seewould
the quite successful, and well
cre
boring
British
major worth seeing.
r
i |H||^H ated a masterpeice "
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China Exp ress
Restaurant
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American Cancer Society
¦ '" •¦

Sit-in & take-out servic e
Delivery servic e available In Nov.
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873-7154
873-7155
Located in Elm Plaza ,
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An evening with Mark Twain

^ Arts Notes '

by Ginny Mc Court

Powder and Wig presents "P.S. Your Cat is Dead."
Cellar Theater, Runnals Union. Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday, 8 p.m.

Have you ever read "Jim Smiley and His Jumping
rrog"or The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and heard
rwain's casual narrative voice in your mind as if he
was sitting across from you, recounting the story? To
spend "An Evening with Mark Twain" is to experience
iiis feeling first hand.
Actor Michael Mauldin, impersonating Twain in his ,
70's rambles through antecdotes and one-liners with a
scratchy, gruff voice that manages to tickle you rather
than grate on your nerves. From the moment he walks
through the door dressed in a cream-colored suit which
matches his curly mop of hair, bushy eyebrows and
droopy mustache, he's Mark Twain, "the humorist who
is really funny." Mauldin's .special attention to mannerisms gives the performance authenticity; with each
meditative walk from his chair to the podium, each
puff of his cigar, you become further and further
removed from the present moment and begin to slip into
Twain's world of riverboats and dead cats.
The first half of the performance is light, one amusing
tale after another. Following the intermission, a serious
side of Twain is presented; a brief sarcastic comon missionaries, American politics and
mentary
organized reueions which characterizes the tone of
many of his later novels. Aound his fourth cigar, Twain
begins to reminisce about his younger days on
the Mississippi as a riverboat pilot, conjuring up a
description of a sunrise over the river that would make
Huckleberry Finn proud. He slips back into his old
sense of humor by the end of the two-hour production
then
French,
the
slam
on
with
a
exits the stage, leaving a trail of smoke in his wake.

Halloween Story Reading by English Dept. faculty
members, Smith, Robins, and Hurd Rooms,
Roberts. Thma^lay, p.m.
"Phantasm ,"*Halloween Stu-A film. Lovejoy 10O,
Friday and Saturday, 7, 9 :30, 11:30. Admission.

LoComotion Halloween Dance, Dana Dining Hall,
Saturday, 8:30 p.m. Admission.
Film "Ashes and Diamonds," in conjunction with
English class, Lovejoy 100, Monday, 6 p.m.
"Catch-22," a Stu-A-Film.Lovejoy 100, Wednesday, 7
&9:30. Admission.
Film "Rosie the Riveter," in conjunction with
history class, Lovejoy 215, Wednesday, 6 p.m.

pho toby Sarah Woodhouse

Sophomores and juniors, interested in a year abroad,
in Tennessee or California". The following are the
guidelines and places to go for information on exchange
programs. Don't miss out on these opportunities if
you 're interested.
COMMITTEES ON FOREIGN STUDY AND STUDENT
EXCHANGE PROGRAMS 1981-82
Students desiring either transfer credit for study at a
foreign institution or participation in , the Pomona,
Pitzer, Fisk, or Howard exchange programs must
secure approval: from the Committee on Foreign Study
and Student Exchange Programs. The procedure is
as follows:
1. Obtain, complete, and file with the appropriate
member of the committee applications forms.
2. To complete the application, students must get the
written approval of their major advisers and department chairmen and, if appropriate, a recommendation
from a member of the Modern Language Department
concerning their knowledge of the foreign language to
be used. Students proposing to study in the British Isles
must get a faculty recommendation. A separate approval sheet (blue) is required for each institution or
program contemplated.
3. Applications will be. acted upon by the committee at
meetings held during the weeks of October 19,
November 16, December 7, February 8, March 1,
March 22, and April 19. Students wishing to have their
applications considered must submit them no later than
the Monday of the previous week.
4. Deadlines for exchange applications are November
15 for the spring semester and April 15 for the fall
semester. The committee informs the students of its
decisions immediately following the meeting.
5. No application for foreign study will be considered if
submitted after April 12,

8

"EV_RYfM»NG IN MUSIC"

Winter activities

• Mar rine r

Forei gn Studie s
schedu le

I Al Corey
ji Music Cent er

The Dave Brubeck Quartetwill perform on Friday,
November 13, in Portland City Hall Auditorium,
8:15 p.m. For ticket information call or write the
Portland Concert Assoc., 142 High St., Portland, ME.
04101. 772-8630. (Include SSA envelope if ordering,
tickets.)

(Continuedf r ompage 5)
evidences his close tie with
Colby College. His bookshelf
boasts his published works,
including the definitive
History of Colby College,
and the more contemporary
The Strider Years. Amidst
momentos on a small table
rests a picture of Marriner
cutting a large birthday
cake
while
Strider,
beaming, looks on. A gold
record hanging on the wall
marks
Marriner 's
achievement
in
radio
broadcasting with his show,
"Little Talks on Common
Things."
October 16 marked Dean
Marriner 's ninetieth year.
From personal encounters
with such individuals as
William Butter Yeats, Carl
Sandburg, and Eleanor
Roosevelt, and from his own
growth and experience,
Dean Marriner offers a
wealth of insight and
knowledge.
Maintaining the quality
of Colby's education is, he
says, the obligation of both
.faculty and students. .

constructive
Students'
criticism of the administration is healthy and
should be recognized. From
Benjamin Fanklin, Marriner
quoted,"Father, wisdom does
not always accompany age,
nor is youth always
without. " At the Same
time, students should not
expect complete " rule
because the four year
student life is too short to
ensure
administrative
ability.
Colby 's great strength has
always rested in its high
teaching quality, and Dean
Marriner warned that
f aculty must remember
what is their primary duty.
He believes strongly that
teaching must come before
personal research pursuits
and states, "I don't want
the tail to wag the dog."
Utilizing his grasp on
history, Marriner is mindful
of
the
responsiblities
Colby's
inherent
to
heightened academic status,
and his insight and perspective
contribute
dynamically to the evolution
of Colby College,
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by Fran Forte
Vice President and Dean of Faculty Paul Dorain
stated that this year's winter break which will occur
after Jan Plan from January 30 through February 7 is
being tried because of Colby's desire to be economically
frugal.
This break will be the only one of such length - nine
days. The other breaks for the academic years 1982-83
and 1983-84 will be only four days long.
The Christmas recesses from 1981-84 will be fourteen
days long, as decided by the Adhoc Calendar Subcommittee which consists of faculty and students.
Dorain stated that this abbreviated vacation schedule
would give the school more efficient use of its facilities.
He said "It would cost the school a great deal of money
to keep the facilities out of use for such long periods of
time."
Varied activities are being planned for that week by
•;Skip Neville and Professor Robert MacArthur.
MacArthur suggested activities for the week for
the many students who will be unable to leave campus.
As of yet no activities are final, and Neville requested
that any students interested in planning the activities
should contact him at the Stu-a office,
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Strong finish for Women^ tennis
by Kathy Soderberg

The Colby Women's - Tennis
season has drawn to a close,
and all are proud of successful first year coach
Laura Carsons.. ,
The
players have done well this
fall and should be content
with their results. Their
last official match of the
season .was last Wednesday
against Bowdoin College. .
Having lost to Bowdoin in
the State tournament and in
a team match earlier in the
season, Colby made up for
their defeats by outplaying
their rival in their final
confrontation-by a score of
4-3. Scoring wins for Colby
were first and fourth singles
players Maura Shaughnessy
and Martha Oaks, as well
as both of Colby's doubles
teams. The doubles matches both went into long
three set matches and their
outcomes
determined

Colby's victory.
Sue
Winslow and Jennifer
Swanson were very successful playing together
competitively for the , first
time ever in the Bowdoin
match. Kate Lucier and
Sarah Lund teamed up to
score the final victory for
Colby. Match point came
simultaneously in both
matches.
The last event of the
season was the New
England Tournament held
this past weekend- in
Amhurst, Mass.
Coach
Laura Carson was very
pleased with the overall
results.
Colby finished
ninth out of 39 teauns this
weekend. This position is
impressive considering the
competition that Colby
faced from the large state
schools, women's colleges
and Ivy league colleges.
Colby representatives at the
New England tournament

included
Maura
Shaughnessey and Martha
Oakes, who played first and
First
second singles.
doubles for Colby consisted
of Sandy Winship and Janey
Reiner. Sue Winslow and
Jennifer Swansen filled the
second doubles position.
All members of the Colby
team qualified to enter the
championship - draw by
winning their first round
matches.
Maura
Shaughnessey advanced to
the ' semifinals of the consolation draw where she
was eventually defeated by
the eighth seeded player '
The Top Ten Consisted of :
Harvard,
Dartmouth,
Boston "" College, Y Yale,
Boston University,- Brown,
Smith, Wellesley, Colby and
UMass.
Colby is the
smallest college in this
category, a fact . which "
emphasizes the remarkable
performance.

'.NESCAC champs...
by Rob Baldwin

(Photo by Sarah Woodhouse )

#1 . sing les pla yer Maura Shaughnes sy

deTeated
her Bowdoin opponen t 6-2 , 6-1 in Colb y 's final
match of the year. Shaughne ssy was aveng in g a
loss to the same opponent in the Ma i ne State
final s earlier in the season .

Congratulations to Andy Worthing ton.
The Dana resident was our week 4 winner of
J HE ECHO FOOTBALL CONTEST
. His 24-6 guess was six points away from the
actual 24-0 score . Week 5 did not exist,
but here's the entry for Week 6...

The New England Small
College Athletic Conference
Cross
Country
Championship belongs to the
Colby Mule runners as of
October 17th.
Winning the meet by a
huge margin, Colby finished
6 of their men in the top 20,
with their seventh runner
close behind.Rob Edson had
another fine race, finishing
3 seconds behind Mark
Hardie of Tufts for 2nd
place. Coach Jim Wescott
was very happy with the
meet, relaying the results
straight back to the football
game here - the 177 poipt
spread between the Mules
and Trinity delighting the
Homecoming fans.
Colbv 's results were:
Rob Edson in 2nd place in

Colb y 's top gun
Ron Edson

Prepare for states

wancox, a couple of
the
a"nd
sophomores,
mammoth crop of freshmen
"Colby has never won a to make up> this winning
State
Championship," team.
men
s
cross-country
coach Freshman Rob Edson is
'
¦
Week 6
S
Jim Wescott told the mule busy establishing himself as
runners after a hard Colby's number one runner,
workout on Monday. The finishing first for the mules
team is determined to break in every meet so far, and
5 Just fill in your
.D ,
S
tradition
this year when winning two meets outright.
'
¦
predicted score and
OT DQT6S
J
"
they
once
again will be He is optimistic about the
¦
¦
drop off this
competing
against
the state race h ere at Colby on
¦
¦
blank at
including
the Friday, but reminds us that
schools,
¦entry
Roberts Desk.
5
University of Maine, for thp Y'.,.Kelly holds the course
5 Winner and
5
j*r
title this Friday, Through- ' record here, and probably
¦
¦
iSame
next week' s
dedicated recruiting and has not lost his touch/'
"
¦
building; Coach Wescott has
• blank will be
The University of Maine
published
in
the
netted
a 14 win, 2 loss is responsible for one of
I
Address
!
—.
5.
¦ record Including a NESCAC Colby's losses - at Orono
ECH0 Championship, for Colby three weeks ago. It was by
J Nov 5
;¦
'
this
year. The two strong a small margin, 9 points,
' ,
J .y
,
Box
.\
./.
'
juniors,
Co-Captains Todd but they definitely are the
'
¦
«
"¦ ' . "
;* ¦
,
. Y;
YY ' Y'*
'
*_ _ ___ .
Coffin
Kelly Dodge, onoe in Colby's way for the
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J ECHO FOOTBALL CONTEST S
§

¦'
Colby

j

24:23, Todd Coffin in 4th in
"24:32, Kelly Dodge 8th in
24 :46, Terry Martin 9th in
24 :55, and Tom Y Pickering
15th in 25:22 for the 4.9 mile
course.
Colby's winning
score was 32 points. v The
next team overall was
Amherst College with 85;
points, then Williams with
113 points, Bates with 118
points, Middlebury with 144,
Hamilton
with
145,
Wesleyan with 158, Tufts
with 173, Bowdoin with 178,
and finally Trinity-with 209.
The sixth and seventh
runners were Andy Sheehan
in 18th place in a time of
25:41 and Dave Bell in 32nd
place in 26:07. While most
of the other teams had at
least one runner towards
the back of the pack, Colby
finished with their whole
team in the top half of the
finishers.

By Rob Baldwin .

other teams to be here on
Friday; the Mules ; have
beaten Bowdoin , Bates, and
Maine Maritime by large
margins, and the University
of Southern Maine has been
beaten by a team that fell to
Colby. The contest, then,
should be between Colby
and , Maine.

The meet will start on the
football field at 330 this
Friday and the runners v/Hl
take their usual 5 mile
course; through the trails in
back of the tennis courts
Hill House, up Runnals
Hill, through more trails to
the water totocrs, behind
the New .Dorms, in front of
the chapel, back through
the , woods on tho other side
of tho rood. T|u$ will ¦finish,
oh ^he football field. ; " " '" ;; '• ;, ;;

Middlebury dumps Mules; CBB begins
by Arthur Jackson

and Don McMillan

After quickly surging to a
14-0 lead, the Mules offense
became impotent' and the
defense pourous as the
Middlebury Panthers rolled
to their eleventh straight
victory over Colby 45-14.
Mid-semester break took
many Colby studerate home
and only asparsecrowd was
around to see Middlebury
with NESCAC's number one
offense, pile up nearly 400
yards rushing and explode
for 36 points in one
quarter.
"We got some breaks in
the first half," said Colby
coach Tom Kopp, "but then
then Middlebury got all of
the breaks in the second

half. We should have had 21
points by halftime. Instead
we _ let them score nine and
then
Middlebury
just
dominated with their rushing
The Mules built a 14-0
lead in the first four and a
half minutes of the game on
two Tom Walsh to Captain
Matt Maley touchdown
strikes. Both scores were
set up by the Panther's poor
punting game.
Middlebury's first punt was
blown backwards 16 yards
by the whipping winds and
on Colby's first play Walsh
found Maley for the.touchdown.
Middlebury tried to punt
on their next series, but
Panther 's. punter Mark
Conroy was sacked. The
Mules scored three plays

"Give me - that football" ^^^
.
Co lby ' s Dave Kerr igan wraps up
T r i n i ty ' s quarterback Bill Shields.

later on a 14 yard toss to
captain Maley.
Colby still led 14-9 at the
half , but in the third quarter
the Panther attack struck
repeatedly. Conroy, who
ran for 153 yards, scored 20
of his 26 points in the third
period.
"Middlebury is as fine a
football team as we'll play
all year " said Kopp.
"Moreover our next three
games are all big matches
lor us. '
This Saturday the Mules
travel to Lewiston to take
on the red hot Bates
Bobcats.
In 1980 Bates
defeated Colby 14-13 and
this year the squad sports
an impressive 4-1 record
and is rated in the top ten of
III
Division
Eastern
schools. - However, both
Colby coach Kopp and
Bates coach Web Harrison
point out that won-lost
records and reputations
have minor significance in
4 CBB' Competition.
„We come into the olby Bates-Bowdoin season as
the favorite but anything
can happen in the CBB„,
commented 4th year coach
Harrison.
Last weekend Bates
knocked off previously
unbeaten
WPI, which
defeated Colby 24-14 earlier
in the season. The Bobcats
displayed
a
characteristically well-balanced
offensive attack as they
compiled 122 yards on the
ground and 166 in the air.
Lady Luck was on the
Bobcats side. Several key
penalties went in Bates'
favor.
"All season long we've
been mixing it up successively on offense,,, said
Harrison. "Senior quar-

terback Dick Chigg has
proved to be a very
pleasant surprise and a first
year starter and running
back Charlie Richardson
has performed consistantly
well all season long. "
The Bates player who
most worries opposing
coaches is senior receiver
Larry DiGiammarrino. The
6foot 190 pounder is the best
pass catcher in Bates
history. ,
The
Bates
defense
is very stingy. Discounting
their 35-7 loss to Middlebury, the defense has
allowed a mere eight points
per game to their opponents. They line up in a
4-3 and follow basic rules,
keeping punting to a
minimum
Should Colby
open up their offense and
throw the ball on Saturday,
weather permitting, the
Mules will have a chance to
pull off another one of their
amazing upsets.
While
passing has been the key to
the offense, rushers simply
have not been able to come
up with the_big play so far.
Colby 's super secondary
should be able to contain
DiGiammarrino reasonably
effectively, so expect Bates
to try to copy Middlebury's
success in running the ball
against Colby . The Panthers ground out nearly 4O0
yards against the Mules.
Considering that the Bofield
bcats clay-based
usually makes for a muddy
game, this keep-it-on-theground-strategy seems all
_ _
ihe better.
All the predictive signs
point to a Bates victory, but
never doubt Colby's ability
to astound the forecasters .
Especially in a CBB confrontation.

Field hockey wins two, ties one
Colby Women 's field
hockey has made a strong
end-of-the^eason comeback
by winning its last two out
of .three games. Despite a
tough loss on Oct. 14 to
Bowdoin Colby defeated
both UMPI on Oct, 17 and
U. Maine at Farmington on
Oct. 19.
Colby fought hard and
dominated the Bowdoin
game, but was una ble to
score, Letty Roberts was
named player-of-the-game
for her outstanding offensive play and hustle.
On Saturday the seventeenth, Colby's eff orts were
more successful concluding
with a 2-0 win over UMPI.
Jessica Gwyne scored the
first goal while Letty
Roberts fired . a strong
corner In for Colby 's secon d
score,
Sophomore Jill
Watson who played extremely well throughout the
entire game, was named
player-of-the-game.
On Monday, the 19th,
Colby defeated U Maine at
Farm in gton , who they had
lost to earlier in the season,
5-1. Jessica Gwyne scored
the first goal early in the

(Photo by John Lyons)

Quarterback Tom Walsh (l3) __ com bi ned
w i t h captain Matt Maley (21) for two
touchdowns las week against Middlebury. ;
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then scored off a corner ^^ZjX * *
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first half. Sandy Lang then breakaway down to the goal shot
S9S^
ANDSILVER STS. . • XSJ ^h
_, ,
cage
and
scored
on
a
clean
put in the next two for a
Donna Boyler had an
VVIAJERV/ILLE ,
*(
shot to the corner. Keeping outstanding game and was
half time score of 3-1.
Diane Peterec and Maureen up the pace, Beth Schroeder named player-of-the-game.
Betro finished off Colby's ,
scoring with a goal each in
the
second
half,
On the J. V. front, Colby 5
«7 athl etic eX.
8
/ has won their last two
games. On Oct. 20, Colby
had a rematch against
Thomas College, who had
fallen to Colby 5-0 earlier in
the season, After a slow
fe
of Fairfield
start, Colby gained some \
momentum and Katie
Cutler scored right before
the half -time,
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Beat Bates. MIT

Men 's soccer wins two shutouts 1-0
—_—_—————_____——-—-———______

By Arthur Jackson '

Not often does an away
game seem like a "home"
one for a team, but last
Saturday Colby'? men's
soccer team must have felt
at home while playing in
Cambridge, Mass. The
Mules battled MIT on the
Engineer's home field, yet
the « crowd watching the
contest was. almost totally
Colby
of
comprised
loyalists.
Fifty boisterous Mules
fans yelled and screamed as
Colby triumphed 1-0 for its
third victory of the season.

"We had a giant Colby Roy 's shot, but he was
crowd while there were no "unlucky". _. .
Colby dominated most of
MIT f ans," said coach Mark the game, outshooting the
Serdjenian .
We've Engineers 25 to 11. Triplayed really well in our captain Pat Fortin, Brian
last two victories and Ralphs and Makansak all
against MIT we had a lot had excellent scoring bids.
more good chances than the
"Putting' Pat Fortin on
1-0 score would indicate".
offense gave us a spark,"
Tri-captain Dan Roy said Serdjenian. "We would
scored the only goal of the have moved him
there
contest early in the second sooner, but he's been
half. MIT's goalie saved a hobbled. Mike Schaffer had
Kwame Makansak shot but a fine game also despite his
the ball kept rollingtowards injuries.
the net and Roy blasted it The Mules beat arch-rival
in. MIT's Erik Toomre Bates 1-0 last Wednesday.
made a valient dive to ston ¦¦ Soohomore Tim Crowlev

scored the only goal of the
game when he headed a 35
yard Doug Terp chip pass
into the top left corner of
the net. Crowley's header
came from ten yards out
and sailed past the outstretched hands of the Bates
goalkeeper.
Colby's goalie Jamie
O'Neil was outstanding in
the nets, stopping numerous
Bobcat scoring bids. The
Bates win left the Mules in
second place in the CBB
(Colby, Bates, Bowdoin).
Bowdoin took the title with
a 2-0 record while Bates
was last at 0-2.

" Trick *.em" — Tri-captain Patrick
Fortin (in wh ite) puts the moves on
a Bates Bobcat. Fortin is back to
play after suffering a knee injury .

The real Colby wins

¦
—
—

\

i

"Heads up! "— Bates ' Bobcats seem in shock as Co l by 's Tim C rowley does
a head er. C rowley scored the only goa l of the game to give Colby its
second victo ry of the year .

Colby defeats Colby
(Colby-Sawyer that is)

by Cory Humphreys
The women 's soccer team
ended
their season on a
Colby ' s Leslie Melcher blasts a shot toward the goa l in an earlier
positive note last Friday by
game. Melche r assisted on Colby ' s lore tal ly against Bowdoin scored
beating Colby-Sawyer 4-2,
bv Marsha Landau.
Earlier in the week, the
Mules fell to a Bowdoin
scoring rush, losing 4-1.
The Bowdoin match on the
21st was a ' closer match
than the score indicates.
In the first half of the
Bowdoin match the Mules
were "running all over
them "
according
to
assistant
coach
Ken
Gagnon. The Mules put the
pressure on Bowdoin's
defense by using corner
kicks to their best advantage. -Bowdoin 's keeper
was injur ed and v replaced
fifteen minutes into the
game. Soon after she was
replaced, Colby came up
with three corner kicks.
With 30 seconds left in the
first half , Colby connected
on a corner kick to score,
Marsh a Lan dau , a right
wing
sophomore,
was
assisted
by
freshman
halfback Lesley Melcher.
This goal made the score 1-0
in Colby's favor at the half.
In the second half,
ELM CITY SHOPPING CENTER,WATERVILLE
^^^^
Bowdoin rallied to score
¦four times, The difference
873-0960 (TAKE-OUT)
between the fi rst an d
second halves was ma in ly
due to a fresher Bowdoin
(PEPPERONt , HAM BURG, OR HAM)
squad.
"They havo a larger
I
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more fresh people in. They
wore as down," said
, ,.
Gagnon.
Senior goalkeeper Jeffra
explained,"Our
Becknell
fullbacks got tired because
we changed to a different
form of offense that put
more pressure on the
fullbacks." Added stress
was put on the defensive
line because of the loss of
two starting fullbacks to
injury.
The rain-soaked ColbySawyer match proved to be
a victory for Colby, but it
wasn't until the second half
that the Mules moved offensively. The Mules were
down 2-0 at the half , but
were "more psyched to
win " in the second half,
according
to
keeper
Becknell. "We proved that
we could come from
behind," she said.
The Mules scored rapid
fire in the second half,
beginning with a goal by
junior left wing Lauren
Watson. {Sophomore forward Sarah Chapin " scored
the next two goals, one of
which was unassisted .
Sophomore right wing
Marsha Landau scored the
final goal with ton seconds
remaining in the matui,
The Colby-Sqwyer win
was "a great my, to end th e
season,"
concluded
Becknell.
.

The sweetest season of the y ear

Remember those timeless days back in the liberated
summer when you had a day off from work and felt like
watching a ballgarne on the tube. Anything would have
satisfied your appetite. Any big .time team sport. And
do you remember the frustration and helplessness you
felt when you flipped the channels and could find
nothing but soaps or old movies or serials or trash
sports.
No real sports action was to be found. Survival of the
Fittest and Super Bowl Wives Tug of War just didn't
seem to do the trick. It's hard to sit down with a pizza
and beer and enjoy the competitive spirit of Susie
Jaworski pulling on a rope in the sands of Hawaii.
To contrast this summer of inaction we have just
witnessed the late October season for sports fans to be
jolly. We have just exited from the most spectacular
sports period of the year - that precious two to three
week overlap of all of the "Big Four" sports; Baseball,
Football, Baseball, and Hockey. And it all was just in
time for our midterms and first English papers. In case
any of you had lots of free time available like you once
did back in the dog days of summer, you could follow all
or any combination of these four sports.
Have you had enough of Major League Baseball yet?
I sure have. Those network TV incurred preliminary
playoffs just didn't seem real. Then we had to endure a
World Series between two super city, free agent laden
teams - the New York Yankees and the Los Angeles
Dodgers. Wouldn't you have preferred Oakland and
Montreal? And least ONE new and interesting team.
I just loved listening to know-it-all Howard Cosell talk
about his good ol' friend Reggie Jackson or about the

public, most of whom have never even played the game.
Basketball, the tinal of the "Big Four ', is aiso in
progress this time of the year. Although the pro ranks
have not yet appeared on TV since they are still in the
midst of their thrilling pre-season schedule, the weekend
of televised basketball madness is not far away. Of
course, if you plan to be a fan at Colby and are not yet
familiar with the programming policy of the local
stations, don't get too excited. Many a Saturday and
Sunday generic movies will be shown instead of the
college or pro games of the week. Can we ever forget
the Poland Springs station's decision last year to
broadcast Family Feud instead of a Celtics-Sixers
showdown?
Last Sunday was one of the ideal days of the year for
sports addicts. Just plop right down in front of the tube
and you had a smorgasbord of sports. At 12:30 on two
channels NFL previews could be found . Then at 1:00
you could pick between a pair of football games. The
third channel aired the finish of the New York
Marathon. Simultaneously , you could watch the
Patriots blowing another game or Alberto Salazar
setting a Marathon record or the Cowboys coming back
to beat Miami. At 4:00 another football game came on,
and then at 5:00 it was game 6 of the World Series.
To boot, both the Celtics and the Bruins were playing
radio broadcasted games. Although the Patriots spoiled
the party last Sunday, their victory on Sunday, October
11 , along with those of the Celts and Bruins, gave Boston
three winners in one day on that memorable October
afternoon. Now when was the last time that happened?.,

great, great Davey Lopes. Personally, I felt that tne~
highlights of the Series were Reggie Jackson catching a
fly -ball in the chest and Davey Lopes fielding a
grounder with his feet. The closeups of players wives in
the stands also were thrilling . And in case, you have not
had enough of Fabulous Fernando Valenzuela you can
still order his T-shirt or button or book or jersey if you
rush. Hurray for Fernando-mania! Hurray for George
Steinbrenner!

Speaking of excessive and diluted playoff round, who's
ready for NHL 81-82? Oh. vou didn't realize that it had
started up already?Don't be ala_med ,tyou 're not! ' only
one. Ever since the Hockey governors decided to expand the playoff qualifiers to 16 and form a new confusing schedule a couple of years ago pro hockey exposure has gone straight downhill. Once again , zero pro
hockey games will be network telecasted this season.
And once again both the glossy sports mags and the
black and white newspapers will bury NHL stories in
the darker recesses of thier publications. So if you must
follow pro hockey, you had better find a microscope so
you can read the miniscule box scores in the back of the
sports section.
The perfect contrast to the NHL in terms of media
exposure is the National Football League. To go along
with the standard NFL' Sunday Doubleheaders are the
ABC Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Sunday Night
Football telecasts. And it that's not enough there's the
Saturday college TV games. The violence, strategy, and
action of football is highly marketable, and the sport
appeals to ^n extroardinarily high percentage of the

Women's X-C
4th in MAIAW

Bunnell hon ored

.One of the greatest I
athletes ever to play a t l
The
MAIAW
cross Colby's second finisher rah
Colby was honored at I
country meet held Saturday strongly in a time of 22:07;
halftime of the recent f
on Colby's 3.2 mile women's followed by Cory HumHomecoming football game. L
course had a few disap- ; phreys in 22:58 and
'
Margaret
Wimmer
in
23:17.
pointments in store for ,
•
Scanlon
and
Colby.
Ann Culleriberg, Debora
Colby's first finisher (llth Roberta Bloom also, fell on
overall) slipped and fell on the slippery course which
A recipient of Colby's
Margory Either Award for
the rain-drenched course . affected their performances
before completing her first , as well. Debora finished inj
outstanding athletic performance as a Colby senior
mile. Although she still 24:17 and Roberts in 24:44.1
; 5 woman, Bunnell's leaderfinished in a time of 22:05, The final score of trie:
':
i "C Man" --Penn Wil i larnson (at
_>he was disappointed and ! meet was UMO 21 Bates 50, f
ship and skills have been
greatly missed by all at the
felt she could have done Bowdoin 59, Colby 95, USM microphone) presents the Colby "C"
12
0.
college.
Man-of-the-Year
Lindberg,
Club
Awa
rd
to
better. Debbie
Director fo Health Serv ices Carl
. Nelson (arms fol ded) .. (Photo by Joh n Lyons)
Sara Bunnell, captain in
, field hockey, ice hockey,
tne and lacrosse as a senior last
ana
Carl E.Nelson, director of AssociationPlysical
Therapy
American
amassed twelve
year
health services at Colby
varsity letters in her Colby
.College, has received the Association.
1981 "C" Club Man-of-the- Besides being director of career. She was a North
Year Award for outstanding health services, Nelson has East All Star in both field
I
served as a physical hockey and lacrosse, and
Sara Bunnel l
contributions to athletics.
therapist
and
athletic
she set state records as a
He was honored Saturday,
during halftime ceremonies trainer at Colby College field hockey goalkeeper.
of Colby's football contest since 1959. His work has
the
institution
with Trinity College, before helped
establish
one
of
the finest
a homecoming- crowd of
sports
medicine
programs
2,200 in Waterville , Maine. among
small colleges.
gained A native of tyaltham,
Nelson
has
national distinction as head Mass., Nelson was an
trainer for the U.S. teams assistant trainer at the
at the 1972 Sapporo', Japan, Massachusetts Institute of
and the 1070 Innsbruck, Technology from 1949-51,
• Emergency Road Service
l
Austria, Winter , Olympics, and at Boston University
^
from
1956-59,
w
h
ere
h
e
a
l
so
and as supervisor of the
physical therapy clinic at earned a bachelor of 5
S
' MucPherson Strut Shocks
the 1080 winter games at science degree in physical I
_
B
Installed $100
1 Lake Placid, N.Y. Former therapy. He served in the
1951-55,
navy
from
He
president of the Maine
College Health Association received a master's degree (5 * Looking f or q car to buy ? Bring B
.I And of the Eastern Athletic in educa t ion f rom the fc pr osp ects in f or honest evaluation * S
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Rugby makes its mark...

Women travel to NERF U tourn ament

While most Colby students went home to Mom 's
tollhouse cookies and Sunday dinner, and their own soft
beds, Colby's Ruggettes took on Seller's bagels, cold
cuts and the floor of a sorority at TJ. Mass Amherst.
Under the organization and leadership of captain Lisa
Clark and co-captain Heidi Tuchen, and blessed with the
spirit and support of two coaches Bob Benjamin and
Young Rob Fast, twenty Colby Ruggettes (both A and B
squad members) journeyed to the New England Rugby
Football Union Tournament.
This was Colby's first appearance at a regional event
and it is fair to say that they deserved the invitation.
They came home 0-2, but proud and happy. They dare "
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Maine Invitational J
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^ ss Countr
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J
4^0
- Tournament

J Field hockey

any Colby squad to hold biggies like BU and BC to such
small margins as 8-4 and 4-0 respectively.
In the first game, though BU kicked off , they were
unable to keep Colby on the defensive. Despite quick
passing by the backs, BU retrieved enough loose balls to
gain ground and score with 10 minutes remaining in the
half. Colby 's mighty scrum held their ground and
overall Colby outplayed BU - Sarah Perry continually
dazzled them with her speed and ability to nab the girls
that everyone thought got away, while Heidi Tuchen
plowed through the opposition rather than around them.
But Colby 's inability to score seemed to be plaguing
them once again.
That changed in the second half. A determined Colby
team overpowered BU with intensity and energy,
controlling the play. For the first time this season their
efforts and ability resulted in a try. Deirdre Duffy
knocked but a few Bulldogs to the ground and when
rookie Suzanne Dawes nabbed her pass at the 15 yard
line she crashed through to score. Mules both on and off
the field went wild.
Colby continued to dominate the Bulldogs but just
wasn't able to get across the try line a second time.
Late in the game BU intercepted a pass and ran and

Men
sink
Main
e
Maritim e 33-3
I
J

by Jim Levy

The hearty Ruggers from
Maine
Maritime
regretted setting sail this
a
Saturday as they
Bowdoin 1:00 J* past
unexpectedly ran aground
J Men 's Ru gby
a formidable rock, the
*jFoothall
* on
Colby
Rugby Team. Before
at Bates 1 :30 t
'
long,
Maine
Maritime was
¦
• $ • •
I taking on water.
Not even
^W omen's Cross Count ry New Englands * the bilge pumps could
save
them as they met with an
untimely and watery death.
Colby easily buried them at
sea by a 33-3 score.
The
win gave Colby its second
win in a row and upped
their record to 3-1.
The win Saturday was
truly*, team effort. While
the
forwards
were
keelhauling any Maine
Maritime attempts at a tri,
the backs did their job of
torpedoing through the
Maine Maritime defenses.
The first half alone, included some of the best
team play of the season.
But it was the second half of
*^^^^^_____*^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ *^^^^^ ^^^lHmi y
; the
game that really gave
Maine the old deep-six, it
was not a pretty sight.
The Colby backs, in
particular
Ian
"the
M_njA.fi
mttfcMttA_av
#ro*.Atm
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kicked the ball 45 yards downfield. Colby recovered in
their own endzone but was penalized and BU was
awarded the ball at the 5 yard line. For once, captain
Lisa Clark's superior knowledge of the game was not to
her advantage. She was the only "Mule With a Clue"
who realized that the entire Bulldog squad grouping at
the 5 yard line was planning on charging through the
Mules en masse. Lisa stood bravely but was unable to
prevent all 15 of them from plowing
. . .through
. . . .., around,
and over her for a try.
Three hours later Colby faced yet another Boston
team, Boston College. Colby was mentally psyched
( "fired up") ready to stop the flight of the Eagles. But
within minutes their bodies had reminded them that it
was their second game of the day. BC took advantage
of a weak moment and scored early in the first half.
Colby fought hard but remained on the defensive for
much of the game. Kam Marquardt surprised the often
larger foes by knecking them flat in their paths. The
Mules' prime weakness was their inability to match
EC's long kicks. Colby's most dependable receiver Julie
Schell, retrieved many a long ball but fatigue prevented
the Mules from adequately pursuing her return kicks.
The game ended 4-0.

diminutive
dynamite" ,
McCormick, ." young" Rob '
Fast, Andy
"Energy "!
Brown, Buzz Marcus, and ]
Terry Mulvey all had an
Brown
unbelievable day.
twice
in
found calm water
tri-zone. Terry also successfully found it once yet
when he went back for more
inadvertantly
he
was
"beached" just inches
tri line.
before
the
Marcus added the coup de
grace with his own textbook
• tri.
The i forwards , plagued
with injuries the past few
weeks, were still able to.put
together a scrum capable of
blowing Maine out of the
water. New men to the ,1
Ascrum Rich Darton, Bill
White, and Mark Heroux
added the strength that was
needed to literally push the
Maine scrum down the field
into their own tri-zone
where the 8-man Jon Schwartz easily fell on the ball
for 2 of his own tries. But
that wasn't the end of. it as
Digger Dog Dougherty
Maine
harpooned the
time
for
couple
defenses a
himself with successful
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"Number eight man " -- Jon .
Schwa rtz outleaps the c rowd and
grabs an inbound pass.

penalty kicks.
grave 20,000 leagues under
Now that the carnage of the sea, Colby heads into
Maine Maritime is resting wind and sets sail {for next
comfortably in its watery week's adventure ,.
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'-^From the E-ditctf —-^
Pas s/F ail:It 's no bar gain
Don 't look a gift-horse in the m outh , so the saying goes , but Colby 's
proposed pass-fail system , although it is appealing on the surface , is
.
no bargain.
.
The proposal would allow a student to take 15 flexible credits in
courses tha t are designated pass., fa il only, and 15 credits in courses
where the pass-fail option is elected. Under this system , students
would be allowed to take twice as m a ny pass-fa il cred its as they
currently can , but "pass '\ would be defined as a C- rather than a Das it presently is.
A liberal arts education should provide students with the broadest
rang e of experiences possible . Pass., fa il courses can play an important role in this type of education by offering students an opportunity to branch out beyond their major or particular strong points
without academic penalty.
Unfortunately, Colby seem s determ ined , first and foremost , to deter
those students who would take advantage of the system by using
pass-fa il credits m erely to lighten their course loads.
It is this type of thinking that allowed the C- in equity in the
proposed system. Under the design , students who receive a D grade
will receive credits for the course if it is conventionally graded , but
othe r students receiving the same grade in the same course w ill
receive no credit if they have elected the pass-fail option.
The new pass-fail proposal , which w ill be acted upon at the next
faculty meeting is basically a good one. Colby polic ies, especially
academic policies , however , should not be specifically designed to
hinder students who want to take advantage of the rules. Rather ,
they should aid in the best way possible the student who is de termined
tov get the most out of his education for his money . Let us hope the
faculty realizes th is and votes to discard the C- definition from the
proposal.

Op en letter to the p resident

Dear Mr. President :

This fact is even more
evident when it is either a
It is by now clear that the question of compensation or
great majority of the when repartition of finanfacu lty members have little cial priorities are con^ of real cerned.
to say in matters
importance pertaining to
You could, Mr. President,
tho exercise of th eir remedy this distressing
profession at Colby College. situat ion by a ch ange of

"\

Editorial Folicv

AX letters must be signed and submitted by Monday
evening. Names will be withheldupon request, but the
authors identity must be known to the Editors. The
Colby ECHO reserves the right to shorten any letter. If
w necdve several letten concerning one topic of ___•
terttt * wfmsy print only a represent tive
* le
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attitude toward the men and
women who are the foundation of this institution and
by a better understanding of
the concept of mutual
respect. May I respectfully
suggest th at y our mission is
neither to dictate nor intimidate but to' lead. A
discontented
team
of
professionals is no team at
all.
. These few words will
most certain ly not please
you, Mr. President. May I
assure y ou th at th ey were
not pleasant ores to write.
They
simply
were
necessary.

A disheartened,
Faculty Member

Paqe Twenty-One

Reader thinks Bird Watcher 's
J ournal is strictly f or the birds
To the * Editor :

judge of humor. Still, I
have to ask myself who,
I would like to say a few with the possible exception
wards about humor. There of Aftolf Hitler, would find
are many different types of the juxtaposition of the Star
humor, and different in- of David and a swastika a
dividuals develop tastes for source of humor.
I grant that some ethnic
certain genres of humor.
Some people enjoy dry jokes, under some cirhumor, others find slapstick cumstances,
might
be
humor entertain ing, and so considered funny by some
forth. I do not think, people. This is not an ethnic
however, that the Bird joke, though. It is an ofWatcher's Journal con- fensive statement. If the
tained any recognizable staff of the BWJ can find
form of humor. In fact , I humor in an appalling atfound this alleged "humor tempt at genocide, perhaps
magazine" to be offensive they could share this
comical perspective with
in numerous ways.
On the top of the title survivors of the Holocaust.
page of the Bird Watcher's How does this magazine
Journal is a description of offend me? Let me count
the weather: "Sunny today. the ways. In addition to the
Dark tonight." Now, I must anti-semitic hieroglyphics,
admit that there is some and the inanity of the poem
"Our
Friend
degree of comedy in that entitled
statement. I distinctly Phlegm" (no comment
remember smiling (not needed), there are several
laughing) at the same joke unequivocably cruel and
during recess in third demeaning slurs about
grade. Next on the title women. I quote from the
page is the name of the front page:
magazine, adorned on the Thou shalt be given two
right side by a poor ren- of everything that is
dition of a Star of David, necessary to reap fine
namely,
and, on the left side, by a humor;
two
backward swastika. I do typewriters, two waterbeds,
dictionaries,
recognize the fact that I am two
two
not the sole and definitve blondes, etc.

Woodsman s Weekend

And again, in the erudite
article, "How Obsessed Are
You With Sex?"
It was a wild Saturday
night and thanks to three
kegs of beer and a mix-up
with cars, you suddenly
notice that the girl you are
taking advantage of is not
your ugly bitch, Zerlene,
but Pookie, the beautiful
cheerleader-sex slave of
Ralph, a 270 pound offensive
tackle who really doesn't
like you. What do you do?
The above question is
followed by five choices,
including the suggestions,
"see how well Ralph has
trained her," and "teach
her to belly dance and chain
her to your bed at night."
There are many more
examples of a similar
nature, but in the interest of
good taste, I will not dwell
on them. For the same
reason, the content of the
"Drunk Driving Games"
section need not be 'commented on.
It should be noted that the
Ads page is not only
humorless, it is also cliche.
In addition to the already
pathetic and repugnant
creations of the BWJ staff ,
the trite tasteless tidbits of
the Ads page seal the fate of
the rag. It is abominable.
The truest words found in
the BWJ lie below the
masthead : "No. 1 Beneath
Colby College Oct. 1981."
Certainly
these
subsophomoric attempts at
humor should be considered
beneath the intellect of
Colby students. The BWJ is
geared to the intelligence
level of a disposable lighter.
Th e
cowardice
an d
ignorance of the individuals
responsible for the BWJ is
epitomized
by
the
anonymity of the authors.

To the Editor
Woodsmens Weekend was
The Colby Woodsmen organized in 1947 by Ross
team is an active groupf McKenney, supervisor of
whose members can usually the Dartmouth Outing Club.
be identified by the axes! His desire was to pass on to
and chainsaws they tote or! others the skillful use of
by the sawdust in their hair. : lumberjack tools as well as
Tbe team atten ds meets in the appreciation of the
the fall and spring as well1 rough and proud lumberer.
as an occasional winter In spring 1982 the '35th
competition , an d competes annual Woodsmen Week end
with up to 10 other schools, will be held, and will have a
The ! variety of events. Singles
at these meets.
team
i
s
pl
ea
sed events inclu de axe throw,
Woodsmen
and proud to announce -chain saw, pulp toss for
th at the meet this spring distance, fire building,
will be held at Colby. ch ain th row , dot split, and Sincerely,
Thalia C. Tringo
a (Continued on page 22)
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On breakin g chains and free ing sotds *..

A Mark Twain impersonator was on campus two
weeks ago and, as I watched the white-haired
humorist shuffle across the stage, a big cigar
protruding from beneath his drooping mustache, it
reminded me of one of my favorite Twain
aphorisms.
He said: "Loyalty to petrified opinion never yet
broke a chain or freed a human soul."
And it started me to thinking, not just about Tom,
and Huck, and rafting down the Mississippi, but
about Colby too. It seems to me that there haven't
been an awful lot of chains broken or souls freed oh
this campus this year.
Have you noticed how empty the "Letters to the
Editor" section of this paper has been? Have you
noticed the opinion page? Of course not! There
hasn't been one! The reason? No letters. No
commentaries. No nothing.
And why is that? Is it because there are no issues
to write about? No, there are plenty. Is it because
there are no opinions on those issues? No, th ere are
plenty. Is it because there is no time to express
those opinions? No, there is plenty (if we can't find
it we're in trouble).
So we have the issues, the views, and the time.
And we certainly have the intelligence (you don't
place in the top fifteen percent of all selective
liberal arts colleges in the country by letting moss
grow on your cerebral cortex!)
So what's the problem? Frankly, I don't understand it. So last week I was sitting in my room
with my two roommates and a friend, and I said:
"You know, I don't understand it. We have all of
this brainpower, all these ideas, but hardly any
student input in the ECHO.
It is sometimes amazing^how much you can learn
while babbling casually with friends in the middle
of the night.
One revelation was that many people don't realize
that they can submit articles to the ECHO, or they
don't know how to go about it.
Let's get this straight. Anyone - students, faculty
members, administrators, and talking animals with an opinion, an idea, a thought, or a theory on
any one or any thing on campus, in the country ,or in
the world, can submit to the ECHO. And it's easy
too! Just bring your opinion, idea, though t or
theory, typewritten or scrawled in blood on a piece
of rotting birch bark, to the ECHO offices on the
third floor of Roberts Union. Drop it in the manila
envelope marked, logically enough, ECHO articles.
The deadline is Monday night at six, but, hey,
we're flexible...
Another reason for the lack of student contributions, according to my three "liaisons," is a
widespread "fear of making an ass of yourself."
Those subject to this unjustified phobia are undoub tedly subscribers to the ti meworn and
ridiculous theory that "it is better to keep your
mouth shut and be though a fool , than to open it and
remove all doubt"

Does any one out there actually believe in this
backwards old proverb - this patented excuse for
apathy? Here at Colby we are encouraged to be
inquisitive, curious, analytical and skeptical about

or why not? Y
9) Is there any truth to the infamous, "Blue Light
Legend?" What do the women think?
10) Do guns kill people, or do people kill people?
11) Are the Rolling Stones still the best rockers
around, or just the only rockers around?
12) Tenure at Colby: just reward or dangerous
risk? ' !
13) Is a higher ranking in Barron's College
Guide worth a ower sense of community?
14) Could Ronald Reagan pass Macroeconomic
Theory at Colby? ~
15) Is the college, bookstore really here to help
students, or is it, the biggest rip-off since Bell
telephone?
16) Has the music died?
17) Is there too much emphasis on sports at
Colby? Is there any emphasis on sports at Colby?
19) Will James Watt put the Woodsmen's team
out of business?
19) Which is better, Time or Newsweek? Why?

what we read and hear We are urged to ask
questions without reluctance, to challenge authority
and tradition and dogma. And rightfully so. If we
don't stick our necks out, we don't learn.
Have more confidence in your own opinions, and
less loyalty.to those of others. If it turns out you'do
make , an ass of'yourself ( it probably won't be the
first time, and it certainly won't be the last. At
least there was a payoff - you learned something.
That's more than the person .who played it safe
can say. Nothing from nothing yields nothing.
The other major explanation for the conspicuous
lack of student input into the Echo this fall was that
students "don't think their opinions are important,"
or "don't think any+hing they write will have any
effect." I guess the best answer to this is that you
never know until you try. If Woodward and Bernstein had shared that attitude, Richard Nixon
might still be a respected human being. If Betty
Crocker had felt that way, we might never have
been blessed with the Deluxe chocolate cake that's
so moist, you don't want to wait for the frosting.

20) What do you tJhink? Why?

'•Loya l ty to pet-

At the time when the
policies of the Colby adm inistration h ave been
ch anging as f ast as th e
wea th er , it is time to assess
th ese new poli cies and their
implications.
It is very
noble of the adm i nistration
to try and protect the
students from the evils of
the world, but by creating
and
more
restrictions
regulations on the social
life, it is causing the opposite effect.
Anyone who has taken
Introducton to Psychology
can tell you the value of
positive reinforcement over
negative reinforcement.

Shaping
behavior
by
aversion to negative consequences (ie. threats by
the administration and by
securi ty
regardi ng
drinking) is not and never
will be effective.
Furth ermore , it merely serves
to increase the social tension
on
cam pus
as
evidenced by recent incidents.
Several parties have been
broken up by security and
others have been needlessly
hassled.
I personally
witnessed a brutal assualt
this past Saturday night on
the main road of campus,
There were also several
other fights this past
weekend,

never yet b roke
a chain or freed
a human soul. "

To the Editor:

And, a little closer to home, if Colby student Dick
Sinapi had kept his ideas to himself two years ago,
the Colby Unite movement might never have been
born. So there you have it. Everybody's opinion is
potentially important.... W h o k nows, you could be
onto something. But you can 't taste the wine
without opening up the bottle . So pour us all a
glass.
If those are the only barriers between the
students and the opinion pages of the Echo, consider them broken, and go to it. Express yourself.
Lend us your thoughts. Break some chains and free
some souls (if only your own) . Here are twenty
opinion-ripe suggestions to help you get started :
• 1) Are the new black "safety " railings on th e
library " steps really necessary, or are we going to
wake up some Saturday morning and find a
drunken unfortunate impaled on one?
2) Is George Steinbrenner et al turning the
national pasttime into a bad joke?
3) Should the U.S. government sell sophisticated
AWACS radar planes to the unsophisticated (but oilladen) Saudi Arabians?
4) Is the Moral Majority moral? Is it a majority?
5) Guaranteed Student Loans : a thing of the past?
6) Is the Seller's food getting worse, or are my
• ~
taste buds simply deteriorating?
7) Why should parents invest $10,000 a year on
their college-age children when they could be
getting 17.per cent interest on money market funds?
8) Is MASH still the best show on television? Why

Where
was
security
during all of this? Breaking
up a party to protect th e
students from the evils of
drinking? Or perhaps they
were chasing a pack of
"wild dogs" around campus? I'm sorry to have to
tell you-the administration•that Colby is not the perfect
place in anyone's eyes. Nor
will it ever be; The sooner
that ' we all realize that
perhaps the sooner we can
work at making Colby
better, not.perfoct.
Alcohol is not the root of
the problem. The root of
the problem is an oppressive
administrative
attitude, which promotes
negative policies instead of-

positive alternatives. The
Residential Life Council is a
step in the right direction,
why offset it with unnecessary restrictions on
other sectors of social life.
It is time for the administration to look at its
own policy making and
decide for whose benefits
the decisions are for; the
the ador
students
After all,
ministration?
Colby Is for the students,
isn't ' .. it?
Sincerely,
James J, Plumer

ssn

On Fair -ness.. *

r i f i e d opinio n

Nega tive p olicies: who are they f or ?
To the Editor:

"

A few comments regarding the statements of Sue
Beth Fair , the manager of
our Colby Bookstore, which
appeared in th e most recent
ECHO.
For th e past two years
the ECHO has printed an
article concerning the Colby
Bookstore, and each time
Sue Beth Fair manages to
insult the students of Colby.
Last year, Sue Beth
proclaimed that Colby
"don't
read
students
ough."
She
didn't unen
derstand why students did
not do more outside
reading, and as a result,
why more non-textbooks
were ^' not purchased by
Colby students." In her
opinion the students should
do more reading. Well Ms.
Fair.aiter doing the required
rea ding for their instructors
(some of whom demand
over 300 pages per week)
some students do not have
the time nor the desire to do
more outside reading. I
don 't believe it is your duty
to criticize the reading
habits of the students of
Colby.
This' y ear 's article dealt
with the bookstore's unpopular credit policy. Sue
Beth believes it is her duty,
a
self-proclaimed
as
"educator." to curb the

ji
Colby
"stupidity
students" who mistakenly
buy unneeded books for
their classes.
I don't enjoy paying the
absurd prices textbooks
command
today
and,
contrary to popular belief ,
students don't enjoy purchasing unneeded books. No
one intentionally purchases
books that will be of little or
no use to them.
The few dealings I have
had with the bookstore have
not been good. Many of the
people who work at the
book store are very pleasant
and try to be, helpful, but
the overall attitude of the
book store is' oppressive. So
why, Ms. Fair, do you insist
on making an unpleasant
situation worse?
Ms. Fair, as a selfproclaimed
"educator,"
take some free advice: one
should not insult one's
primary customer, in this
case the students of Colby.
Because of the monopoly
the bookstore has over
Colby we are all forced' to
buy. our books frorn the
bookstore; Why add insult to
injury?
A, ! 'Y ' ¦Y.- ;
Colby does * not need
another educator, it needs a
bookstore which serves and
does not try to teach the
students of Colby.
Sincerely,
Brian McPherson

+ Woodsman 's

(Continued fr ompage21)
spectators. They are going
fly casting. Two or three to take a lot of time to
man events, are speed organize, and the team will
chopping, splitting and need help ! Anyone with a
scoot loading. Team events little time and energy to
using all six women and-or spare is invited to lend a
men on the,team, are felling hand ; positions available
and twitching, log rolling, range from typists to
packboard race, and buck carpenters; Sign up outside
and crosscut sawing, In the Outing Club room. Call
addition there are singles Dennis Myshrall x827 or
and doubles canoe races Mary Ernst i, x334 \ with
' I ' and a portage evfcnt ,
;.
ayestioiis. > i
All these activities are; We hope you're looking
sure to provide an exciting forward to the 35th annual
weekend for the com r spring meet as much as -tlip
petitory
workers, and Woodsmens team • is I

To the Editor:

Homec oming Weekend:
Congrats and thanks **.

Dear
Editor,
I would like to take an
opportunity to say a word
about
Friday
night's
Livingston
Taylor-Trent
Arterberry Concert. The
day was, almost sur-.
prisingly, a very satisfying
one for me in all aspects.
The Colby audience was
very receptive and courteous and both artists felt
that they had been treated
well.
I also must take a minute
to thank three very important groups of people:
first, Colby Security for
their
time and effortespecially in keeping the
unruly crowd under control;
(and
thanks
many
apologies) to B&G for their
last minute efforts to get
things together for me; and
finally, " my crew, without
whose help the concert
never would have happened.
I'm pleased to say that
everyone stuck it out until
the end-cheerfully, evenand worked until everything
was done.
I cannot sign off without To tl_eEditor: .
mentioning the phenomenal
efforts of Sue Woods and We would like to thank the
Marcia Nichols in coor- Colby community for the
enthusiasm and positive
dinating the
Homecoming
Festival response regarding the
of
'the
Schedule.
Without their activities
combination of creativity Homecoming Festival. The
and hard work, little would float parade demonstrated
the great quantity of
have been accomplished.
I hope everyone enjoyed imagination present in the
last weekend as much as I dorms. We would like to
did and can, contribute to thank ail of the entrants for
other such weekends in the their participation, and
Mark
for
future.
Thanks again. recognize
escorting the King and
Sincerely,
Queen,
Jane White
We would especially like to
thank Jane White, Dan
Marra, Joanne Werther and
the entire Social Life
Hey Sue Woods and Marcia Committee
for presenting
Nichols!
the Livingston Taylor
concert.
Also, special
Thank you for Trent thanks are deserved by
Arterberry 's
antics,
Vicki and Scott without
Livingston's tunes, dancing whom there would have
nuns at half-time and been many empty spaces.
steaming cider by the pond, Trudy, Skip and Ellie
We had an excellent provided endless guidance
Homecoming Weekend!
and support throughout the
whole affair .
-Everyone!
We would
like to

On behalf of the student
body at Colby we ,would like
to congratulate everyone
for
the
successful
Homecoming weekend that
was held two weeks ago.
First, we would like to
thank the Social Life
Chairperson, Jane White,
and her hardworking crew
for all the time and effort
they put into the weekend
and the weeks before that
were spent planning it.

Most importantly, though,
there are two students who
deserve more thanks and
credit than they could ever
get.They are SueWoodsand
Marcia Nichols. Sue and
Marcia do not hold an
elected position where it
would be their job to
organize a big weekend like
Homecoming. . They took it
upon themselves and it is
quite a responsibility.
Organizing a party is hard
enough, but a weekend is
quite another story , and we

have Marcia and Sue to
thank for the concert, the
activities, and the spirit
that Homecoming weekend
brought to Colby.
Hopefully, there are more
students at Colby who, lik e
Sue and Marcia, are willing
to put talent, creativity,
and, most importantly,
time to good use for the
benefit of-the school.
Thanks Marcia and Sue!
Sincerely,
. Stu-A Executive Foard

Missing: an econ hook..

To the thief whom it con- next morning, which E did. it' s not too late. I still
Finally, you calm yourself haven't told the owner.
cerns:
long enough to think the
This letter may seem thing through in your mind. Give me a break ,
trivial or futile to some. And And you decide that you most Steve Nicholas
it may receive a simple definitely left the book on
"Tough shit" response from the windowsill. So you begin
others. But I'm writing it to swear, and to cuss, and
anyway for therapeutic to become generally quite
purposes, and in the tiny upset.
A "Why me?"~Jl
hope that it might reach the rhetorical question, ac- Dear Thief!
person involved, and save , companied by a puzzled
me some problems I neither i look skyward arecommon at Why did you steal my
Was it
deserve nor need.
' this stage. Again, you are license plate?
because
it
is
from
Wyoming
Two weeks ago my losing more time...
because it has a cute
textbook
Intermediate Next, you decide to forget or
little
bucking bronco as its
Macroeconomics
' was it until after the exam. You distinguishing feature?
taken from the windowsill borrow someone else's I know it probably adds to
outside of the library cubes. book! But it doesn't have the decor of your inI did not misplace it. It was the same underlines or stitutionalized living actaken.
notes in it. It is not the comodations here at Colby.
Unfortunate events such as same. And soon" you begin However,
^ don't feel I
this one - whether I am the to think about how you will should be I penalized
victim or not - always , get the money to buy because of the state I just
live
cause me to ponder our another book. In my case, in.
society, and how it has since the first book itself I know you can live
produced some people who was borrowed, I worry both without this novelty. I can't
are either totally incapable about how to tell the book's drive without it. I would
of foreseeing the con- owner what has happened, appreciate its return.
sequences of their actions, and then how to repay him. Please utilize the skill you
or simply are completely Then I think about how obviously have for stealing
grossly unfair it is that I by returning it as soon as
insensitive to them.
So, for the benefit of this should . be burdened with possible.
purblind unfortunate who these worries. After all,
helped himself to my book - isn't an exam worry
and any others like him-her- enough? . More time is
allow me to give you a wasted...
rundown of some of these Well, you get the picture. TotheEd Uor:
I did not do well on the To the person who turned
"consequences."
First, you discover the exam and, while I can by no in my wallet : Since my
book is missing, so you run means blame my -per- freshman year at Colby
around in a semi-chaotic formance on the lack of my many of my belongings
frenzy, thinking you have textbook, I can be certain have disappeared forever.
left the book somewhere that the experience did not My opinion of the honesty
else. You check .your room. help me in any way.
amongst us was veiy low
You check all your So, if you're ever almost until Monday. Thank you
classrooms.You check every overcome by the incredible for turning in my wallet.
place you 've stopped in the urge to save a few bucks on I'm sorry I don't know who
gist twenty-four hours , book money (or on anything you are; I would have
asically, you waste time, else), think about the other preferred to thank you in
Time is precious, especially guy first.
you
have
a And, for the person who person.
when
macroeconomics exam the has my macrotheory book, Vicki Hykes

..a p late

(ph oto by Paul Derama n)
acknowledge the downtown
enterprises that sponsored
this weekend. They donated
the prizes given away
Friday night and to the
King and Queen:
Downcast Candies
Isaac's
Antonio's
Norm's
Waterville House of Pizza
Bonanza Steak House
McDonald's
KMart '
Gloria Stevens
DeOrsey's Record Sop
The Manor
Sign of the Sun
Flo's Geenhouse
Food for Thought in
Oakland
catered
the
Hamlin 's
openhouse,
Beverage Barn contributed
to the first place float
award, and The Clearing
House printed the t-shirts to
round out the weekend's
offerings. We hope that a
good time was had by all
and a strong Homecoming
tradition has been initiated.
Homecoming

Committee

...a saviour
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The late , 'great balloon ride
by Craig Bystrynski

lowered the balloon to
It was up, up, and away treetop level and the two
for Colby juniors Jan leaned over the side of the
McDonnell and Sean Duffy basket to pick leaves off the
as their first hot-air balloon tops of trees.
ride offered them a new made the trip enjoyable,
perspective
on
the through his relaxed manner
and his ballooning skills,
Waterville area.
The ride, which Duffy
won in a raffle during
Colby's 1980 Spring Carnival, was the type of thing
"you'll remember for the
rest of your life," he said.
Takeoff time was 8:00
a.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 14
from in front of Miller
Library and according to
McDonnell, Waterville from
above seemed "quiet, as if
nothing had woken up yet."
Although both passengers
confessed a little uneasiness
before the flight both said
the ride was much better
than they had expected.
There is "a really, really
strong sense . of security
while you're up there," said
Duffy. McDonnell added,
"The basket (of the balloon)
didn't shake at all," and
there was virtually no wind.
The trip had several
highlights, the pair agreed,
and Duffy admitted to
getting a little carried
taking
40
away,
photographs in the first ten
minutes in. the air. One
favor ite moment , he said,
was "looking at trees from
the topside down." At one
point, balloonist Eric . Olsen

McDonnell and Duffy said.
At different times he let the
balloon fly high enough to
see the top of a fog bank
and, later, low enough to
moo at cows in a pasture
and to talk to people on the
ground. Olseni, a . licensed

hot-air flight instructor, has
been flying balloons for two
and a half years. This ride
was "excellent - a real nice
flight," he said.
According to Olsen, who,
along with his brother K.C.
and brother-in-law Richard
Chase runs a balloon ride
business called Salest, said
ballooning is "ver y, very
safe. Running into power
lines is the only danger."

Jan McDonnel 1 and .Sean Duff y lif t off. j

Olsen had an airplane
pilot's license before he
began
flying
balloons,
though he said the two don't
compare. Piloting a balloon
is "a different feeling. A
plane is more controlled,"
while a balloon floats with
the air. currents and " You
don't care where you go."
Duffy 's ride
was
originally scheduled to take
off in April of last year, but
the weather was too inclement to fly. He and Olsen
tried to get together on
several other occasions, but
due to weather or other
problems, were unable to
arrange a ride.
After 80 photographs, a
near-perfect flight and the
traditional
bottle
of
champagne at the end of the
ride, both Duffy and
McDonnell agreed it was
worth the wait. "It was
gre at ," Duffy said, "just
unreal. "

(Photo by Paul Deranian)

(Photo by Paul DeranU m)

The balloon f i l l e d with hot air (above) and
M i l l e r Library l awn (left) at 8 a.m. sharp.

(Photo by Sean Duffy)
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Bacon Burger in Syrian Bread with a small Saladi $£95
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Contact noitrost VA office
(check your phqnc book) or
a local veterans group.

